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Abstract

This thesis investigates the description of localised states

and observables in quantum mechanics.

Motivated by the fact that actual experimental apparatus is

of only finite size, a method of localising any observable ("self-

adjoint operator on Hilbert space) is introduced, which is

applicable to both bounded and unbounded operators. This method

makes use of objects called localising isometries, which also

prove useful in modifying the evolution of non-relativistic

particles, so that they remain well localised at all times: this

modification does not jeopardise the well tested predictions of

standard quantum mechanics. It is mathematically more convenient

when describing systems of well separated identical particles.

Pairs of correlated particles, such as those considered in

EPR-type thought experiments, undergo chronological disordering

at large times, and the analysis of this phenomenon is used to

argue physically in favour of asymptotic algebras, which do not

contain two-particle observables at infinite times.

The second part of the thesis investigates the description

of the position of a spinless relativistic particle. Existing

Lorentz covariant currents are non-local, i.e. they describe

particles which are not strictly localised in a bounded region of

space, and these currents are modified so as to describe strictly

localised particles, which evolve causally.
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Introduction

In this thesis I examine some problems of (non-)locality in

quantum mechanics, and offer some possible solutions. In oart A

(chapters I-VII), two connected aspects of non-locality in

standard non-relativistic quantum mechanics are investigated.

(i) The problem of how to describe a measurement which takes place

in a bounded repion of space is tackled usinp local self-adjoint

operators instead of the usual plobal ones.

(ii) Use of the usual plobal unitary evolution operators pives

rise to the problem of instantaneous spreadinp of the wavepacket:

thus wavefunctions, and therefore particle probability densities,

spread out over all space. This problem is dealt with by usinp

local evolution operators, which puarantee that an initially

localised particle is localised in a bounded repion of space at

any piven time.

In part E (chapters VIII and IX), the problem of describing the

position of a strictly localised particle in relativistic quantum

mechanics is discussed, and a possible solution proposed.

In chapter I, motivated by the fact that any experimental

apparatus must be of finite spatial extent, whereas the sel^-

adjoint operators used in standard quantum mechanics to describe

observables are typically plobal (i.e. they affect particles lyinp

outside any bounded repion of space), a method for renderinp local

any self-adjoint operator is presented: these local operators have

no effect on particles lyinp outside the apparatus. This is
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achieved by defining objects called localising isometries, which

prove to be very useful in the rest of part A.

Chapters II and III are concerned with using localising

isometries to modify the usual unitary global evolution operators

of standard quantum mechanics, to give local, isometric evolutions,

under which a particle remains strictly localised at any eiven

time.

In chapter IV, the results of chapters I—III are extended to

three dimensions of space, and to the local description o^ many-

particle systems.

In chapter V, the asymptotic algebras introduced by Wan and

McLean to deal with problems in quantum mechanics such as the de

Broglie paradox and Schrodinger's cat are reviewed, and a

formulation in terms of the local operators of chapters I-IV is

presented.

Chapter VI begins with a discussion of the problems of

generalising the algebras of chapter V to two-particle systems,

and the notion of chronological disordering is introduced to

justify physically the absence of two-particle observables at

arbitrarily large times. In £VI.3, these ideas are combined with

the local evolutions of chapters III and IV to give a precise

justification for ignoring the Pauli principle -for pairs oB widely

separated particles, and an analysis of what happens when this is

no longer possible because of chronological disordering.
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Part A ends with a brief discussion in chapter VII, of how
to generalise localising isometries so as to describe measurements

made using apparatus that is sensitive to only a finite range of,

for example, energy or momentum.

Although part B is largely independent of part A, the

techniques used in chapter IX are closely related to the methods

of localising isometries used in the non-relativistic theory, and

indeed were developed from them. In chapter VIII, the problem of

descibing the position of a spinless, massive relativistic particle

is described. Previous attempts at defining position observables

and probability currents are reviewed, and new results on the

causality and locality of, for instance, the probability current

in the stochastic quantum mechanics of Prupovecki and others are

derived. Physical arguments are used to determine, in ^VIII.5,
the requirements on a relativistic probability current.

In chapter IX, a modification of existing causal, but non¬

local, currents is presented, which gives a local, causal

probability current. This locality property means that the new

current, unlike preceding currents, has compact support in the

space variables at any given time, and therefore can describe

particles that are strictly localised in a bounded region of space.

The thesis ends with a short section describing conclusions

and prospects for future work.
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I. The Localisation of Bounded and Unbounded Observables in

Quantum Mechanics

1. Physical Motivation

Any physical measurement must take place in a finite region of

space, because of the physical limitations of measuring devices.

Such a device is necessarily of finite spatia] extent, and since a

measurement is always performed in a finite time interval, it is

clear that the measurement can only scan a finite "region of

sensitivity" A in space, to be referred to as the "size" of the

device. This leads to the followinp requirements on a measuring

device of size A :

(i) The device cannot detect a particle lyinp outside A ;

(ii) The device cannot correlate states outside A with states

inside A .

These requirements must manifest themselves in quantum mechanics

as conditions on the self-adjoint operators describinp the

observables one can measure.

I shall, for simplicity, confine attention to a sinple

quantum particle of mass ** in one-dimensional motion with

configuration space . Let us adopt the following notation:

(a) H , and J{(L) denote respectively the Hilbert spaces L (JK),
LZ(h) and L Ch ) where l\ is a bounded interval in iR and A is its

complement lR~~ ^ ;

(b) £(f\'} ) denotes the spectral measure of the self-adjoint

operator h in "U ;

(c) ^ denotes the usual momentum operator in and H denotes
the free Hamiltonian t /im ;
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(d) 33 (K) denotes the set of bounded operators on ;

(e) All state vectors are normalised, except where otherwise stated.

Suppose we wish to measure an observable using a measuring

device of size A . The requirements (i) and (ii) above give rise to

the following conditions on the corresponding self-adjoint operator

aa ;

for all Te. mC) (la)

<(. I y ~ ® for all (if)

The following proposition (see refs. 1,2) gives a simple requirement

that f\A must satisfy. I give the proof in full because it was

incorrectly given in [l] and a different form of the proposition was

used in [2] .

Proposition 1

If a self-adjoint operator satisfies eqs.(l) then it also

satisfies

A)Aa ECy- ) A) (2)

Proof

Eq.(lb) implies that

Ac) = 0 = ECxj/xS Aa
(since A. is self-adjoint) while eq.(la) implies that

eu-,hc)e(*,ac) =0
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Therefore

- C E(X; A)+- E(x;AC)] Aa[€CK; A) -V & ( * j ) ]
- ECx j A) E (* ) A) •

In order to arrive at an operator A^ satisfying eq.(2) one may-

modify the usual (global) operator A in some way. Previous methods

of doing this are examined in the following section.

2. Previous Localisation Procedures

2.1 Bounded Observables

Wan and Jackson [l] have proposed that the operator

EU-, A)A£"(X)M (3)

should be adopted as the operator describing the measurement of a

(global) observable AeT3(M) using a device of size A . They then

went on to show that

A

(a) If A is self-adjoint then so is . For this to be true it is

in general necessary that A be bounded;

(A
(b) The local expectation values I A approximate the global

expectation values <cflAtP'> , in the sense that given any cp€X one

can choose a bounded interval Ac'^ which renders

<<pW> - <fl ^l)f>
arbitrarily small. Indeed one has the stronger result that

S-Xi'm Af!' ~ A
A->iR
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so that one can recover R from the set : A a bounded interval)

(c) The spectrum S(R) of A may be approximated by that of A(. in

the following sense; for each X £ SCR) and for any monotone seouence

^ Aj •' ) €. H | such that as j-» 00 , there exists a sequence
I Aj •' with XJ e 5£A^_) for a\\ , such that 'X as

)-»<*>.

-ft) .

(d) Eigenvectors of approximate those of A in the sense that if

for each ) € bl one has

Mi , S,«tt
SUch that 5-Xim f; 'i and tim X • ~ X , for some

j-^oa) 3 -*> °o 1 J
then

A £ = X $

One may also note that

CO

(e) The transformation A >-* A does not preserve the algebraic

properties of the operators, i.e.

ft"' =
A A

= ECx-A) A £(x,A) 6 M

7^ £6<,A) AS tCx; r\)
m general.

In §3 a localisation procedure A ^ Aa will be introduced with
improved properties, namely

(a') preserves self-adjointness even if A is unbounded*,
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(b') Property (b) is retained;

(c') The spectrum of is essentially the same as that of A:

(d') Eigenvectors of A N which are localised in A are in one to one

correspondence with those of A , and tend strongly to the latter as

1^ ;

(e') preserves the algebraic product, i.e.

R
^ 3 ^ where C- A 6 .

2.2 Unbounded Observables

If we try to extend the transformation A ^ n to unbounded

operators, we run into the problem mentioned in property (a), §2.1,
that it does not in general preserve self-adjointness. Even though

the operator AE(*jA) is symmetric, it need not be essentially

self-adjoint [3,4]: it may have an infinite number of self-adjoint

extensions, corresponding to different choices of boundary

conditions at the end-points of A , and among which there is no

unique choice that may be justified in a natural way: or it may have

no self-adjoint extensions.

Previous work on the localisation of unbounded observables has

been restricted to the special case of momentum observabies. For

this case Wan and McFarlane [3,4] have established criteria for the

localisability of momenta, and these results have been used [5] to

construct a localised momentum IP which obeys eo.(2). Let us

briefly review this work.

Mackey's quantisation scheme [6] considers a classical momentum P
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associated with a complete [7] vector field X on a manifold M .

X generates a one-parameter group of transformations of M, which
in turn generates a one-parameter group of unitary transformations

One then identifies the quantised momentum Q.(P') with
the generator of U. , which is automatically self-adjoint, due to

Stone's theorem [8, p335]. It has been established [3,4] that a

unique self-adjoint Q(P) is obtained if and only if all integral
curves of X are complete. In order to localise Q.(P) according to

the scheme A ^ , one requires [4] that the flow of X be

complete in A. This is the reason that e.g. flxjM £ is not

essentially self-adjoint when defined on any domain©^ "V(L .

One therefore needs to take a slightly different approach to

localising f . This was done in [5] by considering a classical
momentum P= fWp with associated vector field Here

OO .

^ is a C function which vanishes outside an open interval A and
is equal to one on a closed interval A0 ^ A . X is a complete
vector field and is quantisable in a straightforward manner

to give a unique self-adjoint operator

(i = -a* L 5 (*) y- + ^ 1 f4a)51 ^ cU J

with domain

= : VeACCX.Rl , (f Te dcifoj f4b)

where is set 0f functions on ^ differentiable with

respect to X almost everywhere [9]. obeys eq.(2) and one now

adopts it as the localisation of (> in A . Note that A0, the region
A Xs A

where |» and coincide, may be made arbitrarily close to A .
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It is clear from the above that the extension of this

localisation scheme to general unbounded operators on , using

geometric methods, would be far from straight-forward. The procedure

" ^ A &iven next section actually coincides with p ^ 5 p
in this special case, but is also valid for all operators on

The procedure uses mathematical objects which will be called

localising isometries.

3 Localising Isometries and the Localisation Procedure

3.1 Localising Isometries

Let A = (a,b) be a finite open interval in lR and let 5 be a

C function on 1R which vanishes outside A, equals one in a closed

interval AC=K> b0l inside A and assumes non-zero values between

0 and 1 in A- A0 . Such a function exists even if A0 is arbitrarily
close to A [ll] .

Definition 1

Define a function : f\-*> fR by

where y is a chosen value in A0.'t>

Lemma 1

(a) °~£y) increases monotonically from -°o to 00 as y varies from
a to b .

(b) For every the function tt<r£y))/^(y) t vy 6 A f defined on

A is square-integrable in A and hence belongs to K-(A) .

Proof
OO /

(a) The fact that ^(x) is C at x = b , together with ^(x) =0 -f (x)
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if /. >, b ( ^Cx) = d^/cLy.) implies (by L'Hospital's rule) that we

have

(■ b — x),
_ — yCwho ^ CX) ~

*-*!>- j6o x-*b-
Iherefore the integral for c£y) diverges \l2j. The same reasoning
applies as x -*> a . is monotonic because j(x)>o for xe.A .

(b) Let x = «y(y) . Then

J L l^(«-^))lX/T(y)] clv - I l^O^cU < oo . H
N ' (K

Note that part (a) of this lemma implies that «- is bijective

and admits an inverse rr |R~* A . Moreover y-er(y) for all y^A0.

Definition 2

(a) Define a map by

(Lsf )(-/>= y(^y))/5Cy)"u , , 7S A .

(b) Define a map '• by

f* = (Ljf* )© 0 , felt
where 0 is the zero element of H(AC) .

(c) Define a map <P •' K(A) byA

(TP^X^ = H X , ye A .

For neatness of notation I shall omit the subscript £ in L
<NJ

and from now on.

Theorem 1

(a) L is a unitary transformation from H to XX A) with inverse

L A") -d> XX given by
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(L"' f )<:*; = $(*"'(*))L ; 4> ckca) , x

-j-
(b) L is an isometry o£ K into H with adjoint L given by

(LV)(x) = J O-'t*)) ^ ^ ^ ^ y; ^ ff? .

Proof

(a) Lemma 1(b) confirms that L preserves the scalar product. Now

for every J £ 3~?(f0 the expression

j (^■_CX,>) ^ , x e fR

defines a function 4^ on fft. such that L-R"- . Moreover 4^ is

square-integrable in R , and is therefore in H . Hence the range of
f\j rsj

L is ^.(.h) and L is therefore unitary [8, p212^j, with the above

expression defining its inverse.

(b) L is clearly isometric ^8, p212^j. For all ^^6^1 we have

(y) LfC^Y^/ 5^)1 ^
( */ \ nR

= J Y~ O Cx)) <fCR) cU , X--<r^
/R

- Rl+^I^>. u

Theorem 2

(a) (L^)(x)=^(x) ;(lV)(*) = for all xe Ae.
(b) L+ L= 1 , the identity operator on ; LL~ tC-xjA").
(c) £"(*• M L= L ; Lfc (x; A) - iS .

(d) Lt= L"' Fa .

Proof

The proofs of all statements are transparent except (b) which

is proved as follows. Since y=ff-"oc)<?Awe have <x)) =
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^(xj/jOr'oo) \ Hence (L^)^for all , and i!l=1 .

Similarly LL^~ t-Cx , l\) . g|

Definition 3

We shall call

(a) ^ a localising function,

(b) L the localising isometry defined by ^ ,

(c) A0 the centre of localisation of ^ of L ,

(d) /\~ the boundary of ^ and of L .

Figures 1 and 2 show the effect of the operators L and

respectively on a typical wavefunction (here taken to be a

Gaussian). While the general form of (LHr)(*) and (L 4^00 is not

sensitive to the particular choice of jCx) , the following concrete

example has been used in the figures.

^(x) = /L +" . x«(a,0
^ i td0,t)0l
| (V*)/Lt (b-y)+ } X tJ > 1 '

0 , X X- Y b
where

j

j > o
o

jt(y) - Y1
j c^) = [ +

(y) =L(l>-b0-7)VN,"+ *1 **P C-^} ' ? >
^(y) =0 , y^° >

f*,X > 1«« J Va, *> .

It is easily seen that this ^(x) has all the desired properties.
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We also have

cr(x) - ^ - e*|p[_ - p(e\0-?A *- "XCx-cO-' ] , * e («, Q0 )
, x&[a0>LJ

4- eyjp L- 4- A( b-*)~ ] ; X e(bo5 k)
X

X

It should be noted, however, that one does not invariably have

(L^bO-^O as X —> b (or y.-*> a ). Indeed the range of L is (A) , so

that (LLb*)(x) can be any square-integrable function on A . The

following examples show some of the different types of behaviour

that can occur. Again we use the above form for j, .

Examples of (L^Ofx) as X->b
(a) Let X as , with .

(L+IGO = 1
C k-

(1,-x)1 e~x/Cb->°.

V4r ^cb-x)-,
b + e e /

A e (b-^r c

-4> 0 as X —> b

-* -x

(b) For lfr~ t or e as X-*00, we obviously have

^ A x
— -Wi

for each vv\>jr , and therefore example (a) again implies

(LtfOOO 0 as ?<A •

(c) A function ^(x) such that lT(x)~x (i^A) as X-4> , with f]/> ^ ,

is easily shown to be square-integrable. In this case we have

-Vi
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, */-}.(. b-x") r , _ Lx/(t>-b0) + ) -,-1/2(Llr)(x)~ e_ f-lrvU )]
( b-x)

1 fl ^/7" /l-
■ (b-x) =■ (b-x)

b -y

—> 06 as x h if 1 .

Let us now turn to the use of localising isometri.es to provide

a localisation procedure for operators in H.

3.2 The Localisation Procedure

Definition 4

(a) For any (possibly unbounded) operator A on define the

localisation A^ of A in A by

A^P-LALV ; feS)(A^= l£(A)+E(x;hc)^s^
where &(<?) is the domain of the operator C9 .

(b) Also define an operator ACM on (A) by

A(M{"= L S)( A) S (/[)

Theorem 2(c) tells us that A^ satisfies the criterion eq.(2)
for a local operator. That A >H>also preserves self-adjointness

and spectra is shown in the following theorem.

Theorem 5

(a) Ay= 0 , where 0 is the zero operator on X.(A ) ;

(b) if one of the operators A} A , A (A) is self-adjoint, then so

are both the others;

(c) for self-adjoint A , the spectra of A, and A(M are

essentially the same, namely

5 (AUV)=S(A) ; S(A) 0 £°5 .
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Proof

(a) Using L r L and we have for each ^

A = L A LT^ - L A L-'1^ 4r = L AL"' lPAHr £ 0

= ( L(\ LJ®0)f = { f\(M©o)^.

fb) Aftr A(ftj&0 is self-adjoint if and only if CUM is self-adjoint

[l3j. ACA) is self-adjoint if and only if A is self-adjoint,
since L is unitary [8, p225]. The result follows.

(c) A(M r L A LJ =£> fc ( A(f\~) } = L ET Cf\ " A) L
CNJ

for any Borel set A, since L is unitary LB, p269]. Therefore

S( Ado) = S(A> .

Also

5(Aa) = S( A(M&o) = 5(BCA))0 S(O)= SCA)U|O|. 0

3.3 Local Momenta and Local Hamiltonians

An immediate application is the construction of a local
A A

momentum operator ^ • It is interesting to compare this local

momentum with the local momentum [5] 5f> , defined above in §2.2,
eqs.(4). A second application is to construct local Hamiltonian

operators. The results are summarised in the following theorem.

Theorem 4

Let jp , M - P /2-m^ H-WW usuai momentum, kinetic

energy and Hamiltonian operators on <54, where

\J : : (V - V(x) 4rCx)

is a potential. Then
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(a) ^ = Sf,
where ff>X and 5)^5^ are given in eqs.(4);
Cb) e ^

£)(H°J= { feitM: fMff) , ff^e £K£p>l
(c)

(u^H>o- a-v' (|pa+-)(*)4-aA(^v/(^x))+-(x)
where - 1 when x£A and is zero when x £ A .

Proof

(a) For = L^)(p) + f(x;AC)^ we find, using definition 2,

theorem 2 (c) and the fact that d<r/cVx - j 60 , that

( h <p)(x) - ( Lf Lt'lr)(*) ~ -xt»[ ^ VK/)] .
A d>c W"

To prove that

L $)( f ) + ) A ) ^

where

S)(f) ={feUl(?): AcC^dx ,lO ;

note that

(i) jCrt A (L+X*) = (L^/)(x) + t
(where \ (*) = /dx ) , so that

^6 Ac(*A*tfc) ^ L^e Ac(^cA/^x, ft) f and

(ii) fpL^^Lp^
so that ^ e L?"(lR) ^ G L~ OR) .
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(b) Similarly, usinp theorem 2(b),

h° = ci^y' LfxLts (2^r' Lf LfLf L1" - (2^r' 5?^A '

and

l5)'(h°) = si-1v': 4-s £)(f),p3(f)}
= {y: ft £)($}) , 5pi" e£)(ip)j.

(c) See part fb) and

(LV/Lt4r)(X) = ^A(*) . H

The operator was oripinally introduced [5] to describe

momentum measurements carried out with apparatus of Tinite size. The

present procedure succeeds in localising all unbounded observables,

and it coincides with this earlier work in the special case o^ the

momentum observable.

Naturally the size of the apparatus must not be so small as to

violate the usual uncertainty principle; if this is the case then

it is clear that £(fr,y> does not represent a measurement of the
usual momentum, since the transformation ^e->> E(^p-b")ir localises

H'"" so well that the information about the momentum is lost.

Therefore, for the case that 5 has centre of localisation
and L - is an interval, we demand that

»"t; (5)

If condition (5) is satisfied, then may represent a

usual momentum measurement, i.e. we can have normalised (with

0 for XeAi ) such that

E(f?;My=y (6a)
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and

IIRxjMti*! (6b)

A
(Remember that A0 is the region where and f> coincide. Eq.(6b)

then states that "most" of ^ is in this region.)

To help substantiate the claim that ^ obeying eqs.(6)

exist, let us state and prove the following lemma.

Lemma 2

(a) If E(if; with for x€. A then there exists a

unique cf £ such that

(i) ^ ~ f5 , and (7a)

(ii) t(f ) M<P = cf . (7b)

(b) If eq.(7a) holds, then

«E(x;Aoc)<f II =• IIE(x;AcJtH .

Proof

(a) Taking ~ L- implies and

ECp;A)<f= L'LEf^AJLV
= L+ t (fF;M<k
= u+k = f

Clearly, is unique.

(b> ii to, A^TH1 = nyif-ii AjkiA
= l|Utpll!- A„\L(pll**
= n cpnT - il 1<-*; Ao) <f II ^
= HtC*; A') fid. ■
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Now if eq. (5) is satisfied, one can take |l£(*i'0<fll to be

small. For example one may choose [14]
'(K-W"1

Cp(x) = e.*!? x /~fcj S'k y /Q (8a)
x /t2TT h .

(which implies that

> A=U,,:0 (8b)

in momentum space, and therefore E(p)k)cprcf5 ) so that if

A0= [r l>. , U and

/A » 1

we get

II £ ( * ; A'. ) « « 1
Lemma 2 then tells us that t =Lcf satisfies eqs. f6), as claimed.

*3.4 Another Representation of L
It is of interest at this point to describe an alternative

representation of the localising isometries L, which incidentally
-a ^

shows clearly why |> - ^ |> .

As noted in [5], f} has generalised (non-normalisable)

eigenfunctions > given in terms of ^ and in definition 1
by

-if-,
e-y. p jfk f € |R_ (9a)

which obey

(9b)sr V°~~ k(k(x)
and

J a* . (9c)
lR
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It is convenient to use Dirac's bra and ket notation [l5, pi64],
wherein one may rewrite eqs.(9b&c) as

5P = ^ (10a)

and

<X, I V \ - £(le-fe')^k1 V (10b)

/A

The global momentum p also has generalised eigenfunctions, namely

the plane waves 1

e^Cx") =" (l-ir'tO e^-(t k//"k ) (11)

which obey

f lel?> = fele„> (12a)

and

^ ek* ^ ~ k ) . fl2b)

Using this notation one has

\> - j ^ I (1?)

and

5f

Ihe alternative representation of L is as follows.

Theorem 5

L = J <Ak I efel . ("I

^
= Jc)k I ik"> k <C'f|? I (141
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Proof

<rx| J Aklfb~> <; efe I -4^>
i k erC^f-k , _ i k x'/t , 1

e f-(x') I
,rt^.+ V'n- J[1-crt^Cx^] (XTTIO

= f(x',

= 5(x)""lj ■»*' J ( «-C>0-x'mx')
.- jC*)""1- vjr(«-(H)) = (L^Hx)
= |L|^>.

Obviously we also have

L+ = | die KXfJ • (16)

The identity can now Prove(^ as follows.

A
- i ^ , f

- fdk 'hxV-Idls'le^lX^.I ,}dl?"iefe»><r^J
(using eqs. (15), (13)&(16))

= J4k lffe> J dk' <5Ck-k')k'j AV"s (fe'- k"uik„l
(using eq.(12b) twice)

- J dk i -fk> k<■ fj - Jt ■

by eq.(14).
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3.5 Bounded Observables

Let us now compare A I-* Aa with the previous localisation

procedure [l] A ^ A A = E7x; A) A E(*; \) •

Referring to j»2.1, we see that property (a') on the

preservation of self-adjointness, even for unbounded A, claimed

for Aa, has already been demonstrated in theorem 3(b).
As for property (b), we have the following two theorems and

a corollary.

Theorem 6

For any bounded operator A on "K,

i cmkr>-<r iA^r>l < 4-nAii.

for aii re k with ur II = 1_ .

Proof

l< Ac^ t>1
= [<ri[AA- A)]f>!
= I <:LE(/;Ac)+ ECx;A-Ao)]^|( Aa- A)[EC*) AJ + tO/l6)]^>|
= | A-A0^l (Aa-A)

+ <E^;A0)^I (Ak-A)E(X; A-AJ40 I

<: n A-A0) v|T||. II Aa- Ail
+ |\ A - All . II E(x- A-Ajt" II

fV '

^ 4-H All. HE Cx) A -/O ^ H , since \\ Aa\\= II AH . ®
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Corollary 1

Let £/\ov> '• n ^ be a monotonically increasing sequence o^
closed intervals in A converging to A, and let Lh be localising
isometries with centres and boundaries A- AOVv . Then for

any A 6 |3 (K ),

"W-Xi-WA AL^ = ECx-j i\) A M
h-*

Proof

By theorem 6,

I <+-|[L„ AL.J - K)1 "t/*I
4 4-nAii iieo, -»= Aov,-^A.

r "t (O
The case ^°Pt IL^-^A— A "] can be dealt with by taking linear
combinations of ^ [l6, p827j . ■

Therefore we see that, by choosing close to A f we can have

K y ^ BUt if A is sufficiently large, then
~ ^ I A ^

} by ^2.1, property (b). Hence we can choose

Ae, A so that <riA^>^<^mqr> , as claimed: of course the

choice will, as before, in general depend on A*".
That A^ satisfies the second part of condition (b) in ^2.1 is

easily proved;

Theorem 7

Let I Lj : -je be a sequence of Idealising isometries with
centres Aej converging monotonically to (R . Then for any A

s- lim L • A L < =• A .
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Proof

where 1L is the identity operator on K , and the result follows by

the strong continuity of operator multiplication in the algebra
■

Property (c1) of ^2.1 (viz. the preservation of spectra by

A^ ) has already been proved in theorem 3(c).

For £2.1, property (d'), we have

Theorem 8

The eigenvectors of that are supported in A are in one

to one correspondence with those of A } and tend strongly to the

latter as A0 -*• (K .

Proof

Denote the eigenvectors of A. with support in A by
a

Clearly the eigenvectors [ ? ] of a(a) are given by

-r f*> YD^ A = « A V A •a a 1 a

The first result follows from the fact that A(a) and A are

unitarily equivalent;

R(M = L A L"' . (17)

Eq.(17) implies that

LfW
a

where i.f! are the eigenvectors of A . Therefore
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(n) , S _ (rO .

= L <^p —<p as A 0~*> fiN

by the proof of theorem 7. ■

Also, it is clear from theorem 2(b) that A preserves

the algebraic product ($2.1, property (e'));

AS- LAJLBL1" = L AB- CAB). .
A A ^

Finally, for fixed A> the set generates (independently

of the particular form of 5 ) the local algebra defined by

$ •= 5 E(-*; h) hEK) : A £ .

Proposition 2

f : delgCH)$ = ^ . (i8)

Proof

For any A € ^ (^0 we have

M = Et*i hlLAL^fcC*) l\)
■f

- L-AL by theorem 2(c)

= \

which implies that A. ^ > and therefore that

[ a : fie ig(«)j s .

To prove the opposite inclusion, note that given any member

£U]I\) of , where A is some member of , we
can define A£,B(^) by

p' = L+A1_ .
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Now

A' = LLf ALL1" - £"0;M A t(x -A)
i\

by theorem 2(b), and therefore

5 f\ : f\ e «(X)J 3 ^ . a

4 Concluding Remarks

Because of the fact that any experimental apparatus can be o^

only finite size, it is desirable to describe measurements in

quantum mechanics by means of local operators, i.e. those which

satisfy eq.(2). By defining localising isometries as in $3.1, it
has proved possible to unify previous work on local operators, both

bounded and unbounded. Theorem 4 shows that the present localisation

procedure subsumes existing results on unbounded observables, while

corollary 1 tells us that A^-LAL relates to A(^ = £(*; f\) A£"(*j
in a natural way. We are therefore justified in calling AK a

localisation of A in A , whether A is bounded or not.

In addition, A ^ A^ has the following advantages over

existing localisation procedures.

(i) \ possesses the improved properties (a') - (e') (see ^2.1
A0)

and 3.5) and is therefore to be preferred to .

(ii) The prescription A ^> A^ is valid for all unbounded

observables, and is not restricted to functions o^ the momentum

[5,17].

An example of the new features arising from the local nature

of observables is the existence of functions AAs which are
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localised in Av and which satisfy

e( $> • Mr = r

for a bounded interval & = in the spectrum of j>^ . We shall
call these wavefunctions localised in position and in the spectrum

of the local momentum 5p .

Localising isometries prove to be extremely useful tools for

dealing with other aspects of quantum mechanics. In particular

they may be used to alter the evolution of quantum states so as to

bring their behaviour closer to physical intuition, as I shall

describe in the following sections.
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II. Local Hamiltonians and Local Evolutions

1. The Need for Local Evolutions

In this section we shall confine our attention to Hamiltonians

which admit only point spectra, from which it follows that all

states in H are bound states [8, p49; 18, pl26}. Suppose we have a

physical system which we wish to describe by such a Familtonian,

for instance the simple harmonic oscillator (SHO)

kSho= + i"uV ^

with eigenfunctions and eigenvalues Eh given by (l9, £ll]
Z/

(f^x)=N/he"< zMn(o("xx) f 19b)

^ r tu>(«+i) ; „= 0,1,1,... (19c)
where = . it may well be that the experiment is set up in

such a way as to make it certain that the particle is always in a

bounded region A . Therefore we want to arrange things so that the

wavefunction describing the particle has support in A for all

times. However, we now find that certain problems arise.

(i) None of the eigenfunctions eq.(19b) are of compact support.

Obviously we can form linear combinations such that

has support in A . But in this case 4^ may have undesirable

properties. For example, if we have A = (~(hb) and we consider the

truncated ground state

f(*) =

we find that ^ has infinite energy expectation value
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^ HSHo^r> * °°

(see appendix).

(ii) A wavefunction ^r=^chCPK with compact support at time ~t = o

will in general spread over all space at later times. Indeed, using

the usual evolution U^= ione finds
.. * -xE^t/UHr(i) = ]T c e (O

* = o ' n

c

so that the cancellation for x e A of the various components

c.tw is destroyed at later times, due to the complex phase

factors €. being different for different n .

2 Existing Localisation Methods

One obvious way of over coming the above problems is to modify

the potential so that it has infinitely steep sides, e.g., in the

SHO example, one might choose
I

V (x) - \ ^ * , x £ A
x <£ Ac

This effectively excludes the wavefunction from the region
,o . . /

Ac,
but of course the spectrum of H + V will be different from

that of HSM0 •

The above modification is a special case of the following.

One defines only on the Hilbert space , and works

in 4-^ (A) for all times. In order to have a self-adioint

Hamiltonian on U(h) one needs to specify boundary conditions

at the end-points of A ; choosing = 0 (A - fajb) )

corresponds to the infinite well V(*) mentioned above. However
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this procedure also alters the energy spectrum, and moreover the

question arises, how to choose between the many different possible

boundary conditions? We meet with the same kind of difficulties as

occured in 51.2.2 when localising the momentum.

As noted in §1.3.3, the use of localising isometries allows

us to construct local Hamiltonians with essentially the same spectra

as their global counterparts. The construction of the corresponding

evolution operators is dealt with in the following section.

3. Local Evolutions Using Localising Isometries

Let us replace the usual Hamiltonian H which gives rise to
-LUt/fc-

the evolution operator U^= e by a local Hamiltonian HIM- i-.Hu •

Note that by theorem 3(c), ~ . The associated evolution

group is then

UAt = €-*p[-"iVUMfc/'k] on

or

U*t ® 0 on K.
Theorem 9

UL, - LU, LfAt x.

Proof

For t=0 } we have

t f
u = = LL = LUoL .

For t+O , we have [l8, pp87-88; 20J

d = S--U> Ufc [ LUL'1 - JLIMT'I ® 0
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where is the identity operator on ^C(A) . A short

calculation shows that

[LH LA"1 - m 1"' = l[M - inX 11 L '
•t J t

so that

u = s-x- l r it ( m -^iyr ci"' © o
^ fc n_^oo It -t.

= L r [ H - c-z$- 1_T I P L*"
n-^ «*> L- i t -t

- LU^Lf . ■

For large enough A0 , A the difference between ^ IA Llfc ipy
and ^U^t40 is going to be negligible, since theorem 7

+

tells us that LU^L tends to as A0,A tend to (R. . However,
there is an intrinsic and fundamental difference between t and

. A state initially localised within A will remain entirely in

A under the evolution U^fc , whereas, as noted in £l, it will in
general spread outside A under U^.

As already emphasised above, the spectrum of MCO is equal

to that of H , whereas the spectrum is altered by, for instance,

giving the potential infinitely steep sides. In fact, the potential

part of tends to infinity in a finite region, namely A-Ac
(although the sides are not infinitely steep). However it is clear

from theorem 4(c) that we have altered both the potential and

kinetic parts of H , so as to preserve the spectrum.
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*4. Automorphisms on Local Algebras

In the usual approach to quantum mechanics [8] one starts with

some Hilbert space ^ and then takes as the physical quantities of

the theory the expectation values <cPl^f"> , , A an operator

on ^ . (More generally, for mixed states, one takes ^
being a density operator on ^ .) Restricting ourselves to the case

of bounded operators, one allows to be any operator in the

algebra of bounded operators on ^ . This approach is
equivalent to an alternative procedure, where one takes to

be more fundamental than the states (f f ^ , and then defines normal
normalised positive linear functionals (normal NPLFs) [16,25] on

as those functionals on for which there exists a

density operator such that gor an f\ C.

However, it may be desirable to restrict the observables of the

theory to some C*-subalgebra -A of ; A ^ This approach

has been used in the literature in quantum field theory and quantum

statistical mechanics [21-24]. Wan and McLean ^16,25] have also used
the algebraic approach in quantum mechanics; their algebra A^^ 15(^0

^

(3^ is as before L OR)) contains the quasi-local C*-algebra A ,

which in turn contains all local operators which obey eq.(2), -^or

any f\ .

Definition 5 [16, p829]
(a) The local algebra is

A = 0 A (union over all bounded Borel sets)
L A A

where A* is defined in £l.3.5, p26.

(b) The quasi-local algebra is the uniform closure of A .
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Note that (for each A ) and are proper C*-subalpebras

of TBM), whereas -^L is not a C*-alpebra. is obviously the
smallest C*-algebra containing A.

Time evolution in the C*-algebraic approach is dealt with by

considering automorphisms of the chosen algebra

<x, : jA ~^> M : A H> (A)
-x. t,

and defining the time evolution of states uj> via

(A) : - to ( ^(A))

The physical considerations of $1.1 lead us naturally to the
algebras (for A a bounded interval) and (or if a

C*-algebra is required, as is usual). But if we now take the
usual

: A Ll A

we find that it is not, in general, an automorphism of any -^A or

of Al . For example, for , in general,
as follows from the result in 1 on the spreading of an initially

compactly supported wavefunction. This is one of the reasons why
Wan and McLean [l6,25j chose the larger algebra , which is
such that = -A •

On the other hand, if one defines

** ■ A UA1 k UAt
A

then it follows from theorem 2(c) that t is an automorphism
of A . (The properties ^(^(A)) and - ^(A B) for
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A ,Be follow from theorem 2(b) and the fact that •)

Therefore, for the restricted case where one wishes to confine

attention to just one region A , the local evolution gives

rise to an automorphism of the relevant algebra .

Unfortunately, it does not seem possible to extend these

methods to automorphisms of the larger algebras or

This is due essentially to the fact that the local evolutions

are really only relevant to those states which remain mainly in

the region A at all times. In order to include all bounded regions

A , one is apparently forced back to (j = (A , and hence
* A0-*fR

also to larger algebras such as

*5. Appendix

Let us recall that the SHO Hamiltonian (see $1) has

eigenvalues (using units such that A =■ to = 1-^ - 1 =^> * = )

"->5 ; "= D.'.1

and eigenfunctions [l9, §"11J
.. — y.x / 4-

cf> (xi = H^(j= ) e

where

K = u„r'/4-(iV)
-''a.

and

.vv "/a. *Vo. - xVa.

Mi) = <"'> 1 e fL eclx"

are the usual Hermite polynomials. For a wavefunction
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t-(x)= XAWcfo(x) = ]No e X/+" ( Ixl4
0 > 1x1 >b

(where A-(-"{>, I)) ), the expression for the energy expectation

value is

06 ,

<4-1 HSHor>= T. (^k)n-o

where

c„ =• r\= ot .

Theorem 10 below shows that this series diverges.

Lemma 3

c,= {-2JlNA*~bl'X,0l),
0

r\ even

rv odd

Proof

C* == <fjf>

„ u jkdx[e-x7lMjl)]° h

Now

A I- [i e^ Hh.,(fJ]
= £ V-JE e^ 1°"* e*Vt d"' e ^ ]

X~c™

* -a/7. I*
^ (-0 2- i «-

I

= e'*V"
,
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and so

= f"lJ7 M„uwe l,/,'HK.1(s.) , „ even

I 0 > ^ odd .

Lemma 4

For fixed x , we have as t\-^> <* ( Kl-ln + l )

H^x) = ^ ^ ,/("-«)[' ^ [ C{r^ (M'**. - ajt) +

+ 2L hJ Sin (h) % ) -4- 0(r\~') ^ .

Proof

From refs. [26, p201; 27, pl98^ we have
0/x r , In

e

rc^+o

+ + ON-') X .

(o ^ ^

Using the relation [28, p84] r(*+l^ = "* r_f2') we have
r(*-H) _ 2. r(h) ,

ret**) r(%.)

and using Sterling's formula [28, p96^j

An r( ~z.) - ^ Am X^r - 2- U(z-^
where k(-z.) = O(lzr') we obtain

An^ r (vO ~L = J- A !\ 2. "IT + (v\ - h~) Jin i/\ — -Tv +- ^ —
l[r(X)T)

M^(x) - r'CvAt-O e X ^ cn ( nj - ">ji )
rr^+i\ C
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- (r*)"" 2""'
which implies that

rr«x -M_1
[r("H
Therefore

= f« "i z"~ (1 + or*-'>) .

or tzJ

rM = 1 frfvvf . PM
r(^«) /[rwr

= 2 7.("'°/a' (1 + Of*-'))

and substitution of this into the above expression for ^„00 gives

the required result. H

Theorem 10

Ihe series 21 ^ICkI is divergent.
h—o

Proof

Combining the results of lemmas 3 and 4, we obtain (for *n even)

i ^ S" _-) rr ')-vi/a- '/*- rs^'z ~r—MCJ = *\ 5 2±L_ £.— e u-o 2 JI2^z)i .

czv)- (h ;V

[ctrsy -f ^Siny +* OU-')]?. e Lcc^7 + rr tw-t) Siny
i/t i

(where y=(^-j) o-(w-orr )

- con$f. (^-0'/l"[ +■ 3- (rt-i) S.^yc^y -V-0(h )J
<*> -"t. _l

Now the series ZC^-O O is absolutely convergent, by the

integral test [29, pl2o], so the last term may be discarded. Also

CoS^Y = ^(l + ^ ~ ^ [ I + c°5 (l ()(»-1) -(^-orr)}
= ~ [i -
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since v\ is always even, and therefore

*
_ ■ i

cos ^ — Sii^\ w

where Similarly,

?i o y ooSy — ^ S iv-\ "Zvsl — — S i kavaJ <" trs c-v/ .

Therefore

t. K r ■ i 13 - . 1
V\\CM\ (u~0 [_ $""> vO CA ~ i. J S</\w> coS v^J J .

4

The series

fcd J . 4 . _ i 7

^ (n-0 _0__(iA-k) COT w
14-4-

is convergent, again by the integral test, and so it may be added

in without altering the convergence properties of 21 >*lCkJ j

olC^I (ki - I ) LSI to vO -b (n-x) Sin^J . CoS^J +- p Cos\j
6 K4-

— (w-0 *" ^CoSvO "1

This series is positive, and we may now use the integral test again,
-H-L. _ I

remembering 4h - #v vJ and (a-m ^ w ■
(,*■

°° r°o r^° , i . ^ :
Z ^ CJ ~ J cU .*ICJ ~ J ^ >vJ ^ -— CoS^J

lIvJ

ct> , n . i 3>
= [ olvJ fsmw _ Jl\ 1 coS wlJ L

I 7. UJ

which diverges.

This result arises from the fact that in order to render to

local, it has been simply truncated according to eq.(20). If one
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uses some alternative procedure to give a smooth then

HSHo llr> will be finite, but not equal to . The
advantage of using localising isometries and a local Hamiltonian

is that for we obtain

< f. I h5Mo t >

"U lo
.
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III. Time Evolution, Local Comoving Evolution Operators and

Observables

1. Local Comoving Evolution Operators

To generalise the localisation for time evolution to the case

of a general Hamiltonian H we first observe that H can be

decomposed into a discrete part and a continuous part Hc , i.e.
and are the restrictions of H to the subspace of

discontinuity of H and to the subspace of continuity

of M respectively [l8, p32; 30, p205j. The subspace consists
of bound states while is comprised of scattering states.

Scattering states are not bound to any finite region and the

evolution of such states resembles asymptotically the free

evolution under the free Hamiltonian [8, p418: 18, pl40], This

comes into direct conflict with the idea of the localisation of the

Hamiltonian permanently to a fixed region. This difficulty is

overcome by considering a localisation procedure which is dependent

on time as well as on the initial state.

For simplicity let us consider the motion of a free particle

in one dimension. Suppose such a particle is localised in the

finite interval at time "t- 0 . At a later time t it

would spread to a region (ab<(r)) ^ Conventional theory with free

evolution operator says that even if is arbitrarily

small, then ad)~-and [31,32] . Indeed Hegerfeldt and

Ruijsenaars [32] have proved a more general version of the

following theorem.
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Theorem 11 (Instantaneous spreading with "no holes")

Suppose is such'that is supported in the finite

interval i.e.

EC* j ( ato)} b(»))) t~ ■= 4^ .

Then for any £ >0 there is a time € (0;£) such that

5upp (u° ^X*) = IR .

Proof

O ✓A O

H = f /Zln >,°
satisfies the spectral assumptions of theorem 2.2 on p379 of [32].
The proof of that theorem (with N(\J)= t t\) ) therefore applies

in this case. ^

One now argues that this instantaneous spreading is

unphysical, a mere mathematical artifact of the standard theory,

and that it is desirable to find a way to eliminate it. Let us

therefore make the following assumption.

Assumption

In a finite duration t a wavefunction initially localised

in a finite region A(o) = (al°), will spread only to a bounded

region MP) = (a(P), k 1t)) in space.

The task now is to examine what a(P) and b(P) should be.

For a free particle I shall propose a simple choice for p.(t)
and UP) .

To begin with suppose an experimenter is able to prepare
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a state of the free particle in question which is localised in

position and in the spectrum of a local momentum 5ef > i*e«

, >^>*,>0, (21)

where f is a localising function of centre and

boundary hio)-A0(o) , and condition (5) on pl8 is satisfied. For

such a state define odO and MO by

a (O =■ a (0) + V, t , MO - b It) + (22a)

where

= lm■ Vr = ^ /-m . (22b)V
v

To obtain an evolution operator consistent with this choice, let us

proceed as follows.

Let h0 (0 be defined by

/Vo(0 = Oo(0, {^(.O] (23a)

aD(0 - a&(o) + ^/,t > - io(t) +- vxt . (2?b)

Clearly is inside Alt) . Then the localising function

at "t - ° , generates a one-parameter family of localising

functions J if we define3fc

J (x) = \ J ( x - V O ^ eL I °

1 v A.IO
, x 6 ((24)

0
j x ^ MO .
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Let Lt be the one-parameter family of localising isometries
corresponding to the family of localising functions defined by

eq.(24).

Lemma 5

is strongly continuous in t .

Proof

The boundaries of + j are 3 = (a(L+£), anj

3^-({>o(t+^h and its centre is A0("t+^ = •

Using the displacement operator t^= txp^p/h) f which has the
effect

(D,= f(x + -0

we have

L+S= ty L<A, + «*; M^+£>) + £U;\)b,Ltb^
where «A=-v/,S and • Since and , j=',x , are

strongly continuous in S , and operator multiplication is strongly

continuous, it is clear that as 5" tends to zero, c tends

strongly to ■

Definition 6

(a) H°t - Lt H Lt

(b) U(t,s) = Lt U°.s 4 ,

I i0
being the conventional free evolution operator.
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Theorem 12

(a) U( = fcCx) ,

(b) U(^r-)U(r|S) « U(.t,s),

(c) UOt, 5) is strongly continuous in "t and "5 ,

(d) UC s)^ - UKs.t) .

, Proof

Theorem 2(b) renders (a) and (b) obvious, (c) is clearly

implied by lemma 5. Finally

LSU°J_S(-J= L, UhtC* ■

Now let efts) £ . Then, writing «p(-tT =" (j((.h, O
we have e ^(A(t'))c 'K . This defines a map U(t, 0 from £{(/V(s))

regarded as a Hilbert space in its own right to .

Corollary 2

(a) LUl", s") is a partial isometry [33, p85] in K with initial

domain (i)) and final domain Vt(Afb) .

(b) U(^) is a unitary transformation from "K(A(h) to
with inverse U s) - la(9, O

Proof

Using parts (d), (b), (a) of theorem 12,

U(h,oruM= U.(*,4)ua,0 - UU,0 =• eCx;AU))

and similarly Cl(l, S) UXP, s) - tr(<'}KW} This establishes (a) ^33, p85j .

(b) then follows trivially. m
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We have obtained a two-parameter family of partial isometries

on which possesses some of the basic properties of a

conventional time evolution operator [R, p292: 34, p2R2] . This
leads us to the following.

Postulate 1

(25)

In the Schrodinger picture the state with property f21)

evolves according to the two-parameter family of partial

isometries, i.e.

t(P= lUtsifCs) , f(i)=

Clearly this postulate satisfies our Assumption stated

earlier.

The differential form of the evolution postulate may be

obtained by formally differentiating Ufb)c04r~ ;

it (UO o)^) = fit 3Lfc U° Lo + LI }t/r
st t >t- L t>-*° ~m J J

= [ r>Lk l/ 4 M ° 1 u ((■ o) 4r
Tb

so that therefore

it vAt) = [ H° + Lk ] ftt)
yt Vst '

l»

is the appropriate modified form of the Schrodinger equation. The
O

standard form of the Schrodinger equation with the Hamiltonian H t
will not provide an evolution to satisfy the Assumption.

While the modification of quantum mechanics presented in this

section succeeds in allowing initially localised wavepackets to

remain localised, it is naturally desirable to show that the
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modification is not so drastic as to jeopardise the well-tested

predictions of the standard theory. To this end let us state and

prove the following theorem.

Theorem 13

Suppose l^r€ ^ , llLfrll'= 1 satisfies

l\ E (*; A0(t)) U° ^ll1" >1-SX (26)

for "C = t and x.-'S , where £ > ° . Then

H [acts) - u\.s]a0rt"ll < £>& . (27)

Proof

First note that eq.(26) implies that

II Eix; yil c £ ,

and that theorem 2(a) implies that

E(*. A0(t)) [un.O-u'.s] CCx; A„(s>) =0 .

We have, putting U s ^ ,

Mu.u,o-u°t.,l'hsl| ^ iLuiv-.n-u^.lec^ A.(«e-)-h,l| +
+ 11 [uO,s)-U°t_s1 t(KJ AJvO'h II

4 II LuO.O - U°.,]ll . II tCxiA.(sf)'Kll +

+ a ecx; Ao(t)h[an,o- u°.,]£c*; A.(sj) 4r, ||

< 2 £ +• II£c*;A.lt) ) UU-,0 etui A .CO) +
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Now

II £(*•, Hr

= II UO.sl £(*; Ajsl)^ if- II ECx; A.((0)UU,Ofcc>O Ajs))^!!1
* » u°t_s eC"',M«)^ll'- " eCx->/1.(B)U°_se(x;A0(H) ^lf
1 II fcCxjAdU )Ut., t(x; A^Cs))^ |l

and

II CO; A=(t)') U0t_j €(xj AJs))>(o ||

4 IIE(x;*.af )u^f t,ll +IIEfx; *.(«') U°.,ecv(Aoft)c)^r||
< £ 4 ll£(x; A.(Ve)^s II

< Is.

Therefore

HCUH-.o-u^J^ll
< 2f + i liE£*; Ao(t)c)M°_se<:^;A„(0)f;

^ £> £ . n

In order to show that the evolution f25) is in the above
11°

sense "close" to Up it is necessary to investigate under what
conditions 4" is well localised in , i.e.
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IIEU;AJt>)U°fc<b! « 1 (28)

for V~ satisfying eq.(21).

Suppose that in addition to satisfying eq.(21), ^also
satisfies

AJo)) ^(1 * t .

•

i '* . ; '
. f f;:

This is possible in the light of the discussion of eas.(6) in

f1.3.3. The following lemma then shows that p j *4^11 ~ 1.

Lemma 6

If ^6 , ll'f If - 1. , with for x e A(o) ? obeys

EC ; MT =•

for some interval A , then

H£(p;A)ft > 1- 4- IIECx; Mo)A.(o))>pl| .

Proof

1- lie ( p J £) + ir

= |C+I L.tCp; > _<-El EC*; A(oi)£"C?j A) £■(/.; > I
€ 4-|l b(, . A (») - A.(o))y*J

by theorem 6. Here L0 denotes Lr .
-Jo

On the other hand, it is known that

#£■(*• A0(l))u°tt'fl -» /(fc(?)W,Al)'bII OS
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a phenomenon known as asymptotic localisation [35-37] . Wan and

Timson [l4; see also ^VI.2.2 belowj have shown that, for at least
some examples of l|r, asymptotic localisation effectively takes

place for t »t , where

-t* = ^ • (29)

It is now clear that the evolution U.(h,0 is "close" to W

in the sense of theorem 13, for -fc~» . For if 4*"satisfies
eq.(21), and condition (5) holds, then

»£< fi « 1

by lemmas 6 and 2. Asymptotic localisation then tells us that

Y satisfy the premise eq.(26) of theorem 13, for ~t V> ta .

Note that the proof of theorem 13 does not depend on the

particular form eqs.(23) of the function t >-* A0d) . The theorem

remains true for any function ^ ^ ^ , where for each ^ ,

is an interval of the real line, provided that HOtr) is

defined via localising isometries Lt with centres f for

each T . Therefore for , ho(^) may be modified to some more

general form -A0(t) so that eq. (26) is satisfied for all t .

Alternatively, the original form of Ae(() may be retained: it is

then for experiment to decide between the present formulation and

standard quantum mechanics for such small times. Such an experiment

would have to be very sensitive, bearing in mind that and

are typically very small [l4] .
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2. Local Comoving Observables

Consider a measurement at time 1 on a particle in state

SOO- evolving according to eq.(25). Suppose the region

of sensitivity of the apparatus is a finite interval T . Then as

has been argued above, the corresponding operator should be
-f-

ftp- } where ^ is a localising function of centre r c r
and boundary t~0 t and A is a time-independent observable in

the standard theory. If the measurement is to be effective we must

have r 2 A(0 , for if r were a proper subset of MO , the

particle would have an appreciable probability ot being outside

the apparatus. On the other hand, if P and P are proper supersets

of A(f) , then

- < ^ O) | e.CxjAC-t-)) A CCk1,

for by theorem 6. Therefore we are justified in taking
r- A(t) , and saying that an effective measurement on a state

0"<0) measures an observable described by an operator of the

form At - ^ -

Although the measurement of an unbounded observable A
actually involves only bounded operators such as for p,0rel

sets L , it is convenient, as in the standard theory, to consider

the unbounded operators whose spectral measure acts on <-Jr with
support in AO) thus;

1-4 t f A ; A)^V .
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We therefore include unbounded in the following definition and

postulate, which summarise the above discussion.

Definition 7

Let 4^O~ evolve according to eq.(25).

(a) A measurement at time t on a state tTO , using apparatus of

size r*, is called effective if 1" 3 .

(b) If A is a self-adjoint operator on , then given by

At= l tALtf
5)(At)= Lt 0(A) •«- £(^,A(Uc)H

is called a (local) observable comoving with the state t^r"^^ .

Postulate 2

Effective measurements on a particle in state ^(f) measure

local observables comoving with .

Conceptually, the above postulate is quite distinct from the

conventional theory where observables are fixed auantities entirely

independent of states. The comoving nature of things shows up even

more clearly when conservation laws are considered in §4 below.

An example of a local comoving observable is the local
yV t

comoving momentum - gt (= . Note that this operator,
together with the local comoving evolution operators de-fined in §1,
overcome an objection raised against the notion of local momenta

Jf> by Schroeck recently [38] . He pointed out that a function ?
with support in K, and such that = i> , will

instantaneously spread freely to all other regions of space, so the
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analysis [5] of local momentum measurements is not time stable. It

is now clear from the results of $1 and the present section, that

using local comoving evolution operators and local comoving

observables provides a way of rendering local measurements time

stable in a fully consistent manner.

3. Heisenberg Picture

We may transform the states ^70so that they are time-

independent :

'= u(.t,o)iVtb).
In order that expectation values are unchanged, i.e.

- < 4^)1 f\L

we must also transform the comoving observables;

^ = U(U)tAt U(to) .

It now follows that

and , f

at

This transformed picture may be regarded as the Heisenberg picture

of the formulation given in the Schrodinger picture in |£l and 2.
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4. Conservation Laws

As before let -U evolve according to eq.(25),

where obeys eq.(21). We say that a coiroving observable fft^is
conserved in state if the expectation value ^■4'Cf) I
is time-independent, i.e. if

-<^(0( As for all e,

This ties in with the notion that the particle carries its

observables along with it, in that and OK^IA^^V)^
are to be measured in the regions /\^) and A (4) where the

particle is to be found at the respective times.

There is a close link between conserved observables in

conventional quantum mechanics under the evolution and the

present situation, as is seen in the following theorem.

Theorem 14

Let ft be a time-independent bounded observable in

conventional theory and let AL-t be the corresponding

observable comoving with state . Then

(a) is conserved in the state 47f) if, in the Schrodinger

picture,

I=0 fw)

(b) ^ is conserved under if and only if ^ and 0 satisfy
eq.(30).

Proof

(a) Using theorem 2(b) and eq.(25),
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A

- o-koiA, ioo
= <; + (-<=> I [AtvAlt,0 - UO.S) A, 1 4AO>

(

- 0

(b) That A is conserved under U°t implies

Au; = U° A .

Hence

Otuo,o - Ult-,0 As]

= o .

Similarly, eq. (30) implies - ^A, i.e. A is conserved
under M ^ "

Examples of conserved observables for a free particle are the
O

local comoving momentum and the local comoving energy H .

5. Scattering States

Much of the discussion of f^l-4 carries over entirely

analogously to the case where the particle is in a scattering
0

state of some potential vYx) , with associated Hamiltonian H =W+v/
-iHt/fr

and evolution operator e . First of all, in order to

demonstrate instantaneous spreading of scattering states, we have

the following analogue of theorem 11.
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Theorem 15 £32]
Suppose ^ ^ is such that

(at0), for finite 0,(0^ , •

Then for any € > ^ there is a time such that sufp jj§)(x)
is not contained in I for any bounded interval I .

Proof

See fj52, theorem 3.lJ. M

Mote that in general we do not have s«*ff (U^i) (*) ~ ^ , as

in theorem 11. In the scattering state case, s^pp (U^ )(*) may

have "holes", i.e. there may be open sets S ^such that

(EC*\ $)(><■) = 0 , but theorem 15 tells us that there is
nevertheless instantaneous spreading.

Let us now make the same Assumption for scattering states as

was made for free states in §1, namely that an initially localised

scattering state 3? spreads only to a bounded region at any

subsequent time t . The following choice of -A(£) , is

somewhat more arbitrary than that of Alt) } Ao(L) in $1, but

it will be related to a condition similar to eq.(21) subseauently.

For any normalised scattering state $ ^ , let £ > o be

some small number, and suppose -^-0* "t M' is a continuous

function of "t 6 ^ into the bounded intervals of ^ (i.e.

continuous with respect to the topology induced by the norm.

IJbj = Lebesgue measure), such that

life (*- JlD(t))U^ 5 if > 1- for all (31a)
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Now define Si '• i. ^ JT.('fc) to be a continuous function such that

JT_( b) 3 for each t , and let J (x) be a localising function

with centre >-12^^) and boundary gives rise to a

one-parameter family of localising isometries L~^, and this family
is strongly continuous in t , as in the proof of lemma 5. Local

comoving evolution operators for the state are defined as

urNt.rt- pibj

U1 ( ^s) has properties analogous to in the free

case; with the replacements UO.s) *—-> Um (t,s) } A&(t)»—* Sl^(L)
and A(t) •—5 J"L(b)

, the statements and proofs of lemma 5, theorem 12,

corollary 2(a) and theorem 13 in jl go through unaltered. In

particular, because of eq. (31a) and theorem. 13, we have

IlLu'^b.s) - for all t s 6 ^ ■ (32)

Let us confine attention to systems which are asymptotically

complete [l8, chap.5j and therefore the wave operators W+ exist;

i i t 0W+ - S ~ s vin (J

In this case, for each Kr there exist unique f+ e given
-f-

by ~ such that [8, §V.l3

AXw\ II U . $ - U. II r O .

-£->> +00

Consider the + sign. (The same considerations apply for the -

sign.) It may be that ^ obeys

lit (f; II * II ^ SAf || ~ 1 ,

where 5 is a localising function with centre Ao and boundary A" }
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so that

(i) the evolution of <f+ may be described by <p (O - 14(1,°)^ f and
(ii) asymptotic localisation applies for <f+ ;

II £(*', Ae(t>)u°£ f+ II « 1 for large t.

In this case, Wan and McLean [35, theorem 3J have shown that

II ^ C f ; )) ^ J $ II ~ i , (34a)

11 £6*; Ae(t>) $ II « 1 (34b)

for large t, that is is asymptotically localised in ^ :

this follows from eq. (33). Therefore for large "t we may remove

some of the arbitrariness in the definition oT iV^C t s) by

demanding

JLe(fc) ~ Ao(t) , ~ f\(l)

for large fc. This also gives rise to the following analogue of

eq.(21); if f e ^ satisfies

IM+ &( jj> ; II - 1

and

H£(X- Jl (bj)$ II « 1

then we may use the evolution operator U (tp) in eq.(3Ib) to

describe its evolution. Here

i , JT , | A TW, = L wl L+ o + o

where the localising isometries ? t-D have centres , Aj/°)
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and boundaries Sito) hi0^-Ao(o) respectively;

> Cr^,0) r $11
. " I' tr-f;^(*,sS)Lc, ■ LC

~llU+ E(f; 4ll
as required (eq.(34a)).

6. General Hamiltonians

The definitions in ^/ll.3 and III.5 of local evolutions for

bound states and scattering states, which were constructed so that

they approximate the usual evolutions, but preserved the localised

nature of initially localised wavefunctions, may now be combined

for a general Hamiltonian H = HHc according to the

prescription M.- . Namely, let a state be

decomposed into and ^ :

where is a bound state such that and ^is
a scattering state such that for each time t ot
interest. Then the evolution of 'J*may be described by

IjpH) has the properties

(i) ^^approximates , and

(ii) ^Tt) is localised in a bounded region A Jl(t) a-(- each

time "t.
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7. Concluding Remarks

By making use of the localising isometries introduced in

chapter I, it has proved possible to develop a modification of

standard quantum mechanics such that:

(i) The well tested predictions of the standard formulation are

not jeopardised, because the expectation values in the new

formulation may be made as close as one wishes to the standard

results by choosing the regions A , appropriately.

(ii) The new formulation contains only local objects; initially

localised wavefunctions (which are the only kind that can be

prepared using apparatus of finite size) remain localised, while

measurements of observables are described by local operators (in

the sense of eq.(2)) which again correspond to finite measuring

devices.

Point (i) raises the question, "if the modification is so

small as not to change the theoretical predictions significantly,

why not just use the standard theory?", but this objection is

answered by point (ii). Any physical theory is , of necessity, an

approximation, so the question then is, which approximation to

choose? One wants the theory to be close to physical intuition, to

have as few unphysical features as possible. Also, one is looking

for convenience and applicability to other problems. One argues in

favour of the present formulation by pointing out that:

(i) It is closer to physical intuition than the standard theory,

in that it does not include wavefunctions that have infinite "tails"
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stretching to all parts of space, nor do non-local observables

arise, which influence states an arbitrarily large distance away

from the apparatus used, as exemplified by the de Rroglie paradox

[39].

(ii) The fact that the objects in the theory are exclusively local

means that it has applications to other problems in quantum

mechanics that could previously be treated only in an approximate

fashion; an example is the problem of the Pauli principle for

distantly separated fermions (see $VI.3 below).

So far, only one-dimensional motion for a single particle

has been considered; in the next chapter, localising isometrics

are extended to three dimensions, and the evolution of manv-

particle systems is considered.
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IV. Further Results on Localising Isometries

1. Localising Isometries in Three Dimensions

1.1 Introduction

In order to extend the theory of chapters I—III to three

dimensions, all that is needed is a way of defining localising

isometries in three dimensions. This is fairly straightforward;

analogously to the one-dimensional case, one chooses a map from
1 3 3

some open set A of IK to lR , : A ^ fR , such that

takes all values in lR as £ varies over A } and such that

for )( e A0 . One then forms the transformation

introduced in order to preserve inner products. This procedure is

given in detail below, for various choices of the shapes of Aj, A .

In order to do this, it is useful to define the following.

Let ^; lK-Mo.1] be a C function such that

VT( a") M

where is the square root of the appropriate Jacobian,

(see fig. 3), and for any real numbers a , h with C\ £ I , define

For q < k we have
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Fig. 5
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(see fig. 4), and for a > k

la.td'0 * ^
1 *

(see fig.5). In terms of these functions, JM as used in previous
sections, i.e.

I <"*> = v 6 Ao= Iao, ba]
(.0 x A = (a., tO

is given by

TO? = (xh n (x) cv<a < t < b .3 I a«,a 1 to> » °

1.2 A„,A Rectangular Boxes

Here one does little more than take the Cartesian/tensor

product of the one-dimensional case. Suppose

A = [<A , k ] = [a k 1 x[a_ lo ] . , b 1 c.O ^ ~ o -» L 7 © | J €>*L j ® Z. L-OA' N

and similarly

A = ( Q , b ) D A with cx ■ ^ a- k, > b • (=113~ ' ~ 6 ] J •* J O ( 5 J J •>

Define j : Io,i"l x [cy") -*(0,0 by

3- (*,-> s 1 t<0 . h , ( *,) , I'-'OO> ' ' 'kj.h; ' ' '
and ff; : A —> /K ^ by

y • , /
ff-Yy ) = J J 3-, + y • ■ i-'.r 1 V 6 Ao •J V VPJ 7*J ' J J J >

Then L. e(g(^) (here K= LZC/f?3)), given by
bo*
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2

(L, <T)(X) = t(jOfCj-tuOf TT- W]boy ~ A t ]=i ] J J

- V

is an isometry, with range , that leaves vectors in

A„)X unchanged. That is, h. is a localising isometry with

centre A0 and boundary A- Ae . The partial isometry 2 which is

the adjoint of 2* is given by

As an example, let us calculate the local momentum. Define a

vector operator ^ p = i-y . The j component of this is

(LspljfX*)*' XaW[T s/vl^p.-L^rKsus))
= [T^vr"" * f <m>L*

1 J

- X <23 5.22 2- U-2 ]A 3 3 i 3 1 L J

since 2. = /22 1 2 = 2
3<t; \ Zy.. I 3*. J '

X^o 3. [ j.ool_ + 4A i ) 3 1 5 J

= X.t*> (iK.t)(»i
0 3

"th ^
where Syfy is the localisation of the j component ^ of the
momentum with the one-dimensional localising function J. .
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1.3 Ao,A Concentric Spherical Balls

For convenience let us take the centre of t\c and A to be the

origin. This entails no loss of generality, since by inserting

translation operators ~ the centre may be shifted to

any ^ • Therefore let

A = I * £ ^ : i* ' ^ t?0 ]

A - J * £ ^ ■ /*\<$l , .

Define J : L°,'] by

J (O = mRo £<>) _ c lRt 5 [£>,«■)) ,
3

£ r°, Q by

J- (y ) - JCr)

where in spherical polar coordinates, a '• t°.
by

f r
CT(r) ~ K

and £ ; A K by

r( r 0 cp) = (o^v^SjCp) f -r O

and £ maps the origin to the origin. Then 1S(^) given by

r^")CA) = XA (*) ^(£1*0
0>

r-

is a localising isometry with centre A0 and boundary A - A0 , with

adjoint given by

t zllhJ ^( r <*"0 .
• y-
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The fact that Lg, preserves the inner product is shov.n by the

following calculation.

J i (u, „y)(*->r
I?

= j df 1 J | tjr (<rC^)^ |
o ° ° *" ^ 1-

r 1 i cA(9 J ^ I0 e> ° £0"> "~
,1M

^ „ /oO
= ( c\c^ | Sm<9 J

o o o

. <y 1

since

= i, Il£3

As an example, let us calculate the localisation of the
1 1 3

z-component of the angular momentum ^ ~ ' Note that since

L# R is spherically symmetric, the same formula applies to the
angular momentum in any direction.

* T

( l«.,r A Li?.y ^
= - x^*) it i

jfrV/v r "d<f
•^O) V V )

<T CO

= " ^ ^
?(?

- " X ^(r) ^ — f Cnr)l°>£) tcp L Lo^)

= (V(y ; M / t(x;A) +")(*) •
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The localisation ^ ^3 ^ £ coincides with the previous formula
A) (cf [l] and f1.2.1 above) because the vector field

is non-radial, and therefore its integral curves never cross

, the boundary of A ([3,4]; see also ^1.2.2 aboveV

1.4 More General A0 , A
In this section let us confine attention to volumes Ac , A

that are topologically equivalent to (concentric) balls, and that

also have the following property. Let A0t A have smooth boundaries

^
> and be such that there exists a point <^A0

such that each ray (semi-infinite straight line segment) starting

at X0 passes through each of exactly once. Without loss

of generality take x0 = 2 , the origin.

For any direction (Q,<f) € 51 , where 6,<f are respectively
the polar and azimuthal angles in spherical polar coordinates and

S is the unit sphere, denote the ray starting at 0 , in the

direction <f) , by . Define a(&,f) and bf8,<p) by

?ao nKi6,f) = {(«<«,?) ,&,<?)]
>a n f =• f (

(see fig.6). The above condition on Ae , A and choice of origin

guarantee that these intersection sets contain exactly one point.

Now define

T (X) - T y — ( r cP d9)^ ~ al® tp) ( ~ J j 1 >

= | ^ Al
and

( 5=^.
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Note that , and hence and , are C -Functions

of x . The operator L £ ^B(^) given by

(L^)(*) " A;q ^ t (o tM)
r 5tX)'/v

is a localising isometry with centre A0 and boundary A - A o ?

with adjoint given by

(lVH/> = 5 ( £ '<*>)
"t- <

cr CO ^r(
i . -i

®- = I £

In order to show that L preserves the inner product, note that

clr (\& c\cp -
"a (r ,S, J

where the Jacobian is given by

so that therefore

^ <y

o

o

2> cr

1TB

I

o

a cr

jOO
Hence

( | ( L VK x)| *~ cA%V

"3

a-f
0

1

b(6f)

- a? = i
ar

= J dfj 5*_1 [ ^C^o] \ ^((Tf X))l
O o 0

= i , ^ z IT<«plv .
|R

\_R ^ defined in $1.3 for concentric balls is a special case
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of the above L , for which J , Z , are independent of .

Also, the case of ac , A non-concentric balls can obviously be

dealt with using the present L . However, note that Riven
in §1.2 is not a special case of the present L; this illustrates

the fact that the present recipe is by no means the most general.

Naturally, the particular shape of A> ,A will indicate the most

straightforward way of defining £ , . If A0 ,A are volumes
whose boundaries coincide with the surfaces of constant coordinate

in some system of orthogonal coordinates, then that system may

well be the most convenient. For example, if Ao , A are cylinders

then one would choose cylindrical polar coordinates.

1.5 A.,A Topologically Inequivalent to Balls

If ac,a are concentric spherical shells, then the definition

of a localising isometry is rather more complicated than -previously,

because A = ft -A has a bounded component. Let us take Ac ,A to be

£ hi

< k I

Define

I Cr) - n (V)

i (r) = n (O'*0,0

(Note that since ao>a and ao>0 , fig.5 above applies in both

A = I IZ3 :' x © o ^ ~

A - S i 6 ^ « < i *'

where

0 < a < a < i < k < °°.
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cases.) Also define

rr Jis
<3~, •' • r i~» crfr) = j 4- -r

ro 5((s)
C • ( 6 eft) ^ (R. ' T * *ICT) =■ ( cA -t Y"
i • 3 -V — . „ o

\> 5 (s)

(where ^ is a chosen value in fa0)^ ). Note that and are

both bijective, and obey s'n{'rl~r for retao,c0^) rtr' 1 . In

particular, has an inverse, and we can define a bijective

function

—'

—

1^,0°) —■> (o;oo) ; r >—>> Tfr") = ^ ( <*",(^"0

which also obeys xM - for reL^,16). Also define

T (V) = (x(r) ,a,Cp )

and

v - (*,<*>) -tp-
-x(r))
iTrT

V'l. ^ ( -c(rtX)

Now let Ljj ^ be the localising isometry for concentric balls
defined in $1.2, with ^0~k0 ^ . Then

& Lb (, L = L L (, h , a™*
/

(ii) L defined by L- L, , L is a localising isometry v.'ith
• i

centre A and boundary A~ A .
o

These statements are obvious except for the proof that ll
-i > i

preserves inner products. Putting \ - derivative of ,

we get

<k x. ~ A

<Ji v ckr
«■;'(* (T->) - ^ (r(rj) . er (v)
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Now

1 - ~r tr'trl = ^"'(VOi)
Vr'

* 1

Therefore

~c _ ,3- -

d<
_ 1

(cr(( r)) . <r ( / )

- ( «V' (Vr))) t Vf)^'
5", ( X(n)/ ,/ I/O .

From this result it is clear that the proof that |IL *Vll - II ^I
proceeds as in £l.3.

1

Note that L is similar to a localising isometry, except that
. / '

the corresponding Ao t A are the complements of balls with radii

ao and eK respectively. Also, we have

(l,1Y)C£)=
"sTcvr J <lr( -z'( £l)

and

1 t / +* +L
-

so that, explicitly,

r n-

and

S (X(O)
T.

f <«0 J (O
4^ ( (*)))

(L^Kjo = (*o x"(0 S, (x-'Cr^ -5 " •Hj'V-fl*)))
J C ^ ")
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where £ , <*" , sf are given in §1.3.

Wan, Jackson and McKenna [5] have discussed the problem of

the quantisation of the radial momentum . This was previously

regarded as unquantisable, since the associated vector field

is incomplete ^6]. Wan et al presented a local quantum radial
momentum, localised in a rectangular region not containing the

origin, where fv is not defined. One can now localise the radial

momentum in a shell-like region A , by using the above L , or

indeed in the unbounded region f where is the ball of
. >

radius & , with centre at the origin, by using <- .

Clearly, it is straightforward to generalise the present

construction to the case of A0 , A topologically equivalent to

(concentric) shells, but of a more general shape, by precisely

following the generalisation involved in going from balls in §1.3
to more general A0 , A in §1.4.

1.6 Concluding Remarks

The generalisation of localising isometries to three

dimensions has proved straightforward for a variety of shapes of

Ao , A .It should be clear that the methods used in tfl.2-1.5
can be adapted to any sufficiently "well-behaved" shapes of the

regions ,A . Also, there is no problem defining continuous

families [L^ of localising isometries when the regions
depend on time: L^will be strongly continuous in t if and only
if Ao(D s hit) are continuous in the Lebesgue-measure topology

introduced in §111.5. Finally, note that the extention to more
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than three dimensions proceeds straightforwardly along the same

lines.

Without exception the results of chapters I-III hold unaltered

in three dimensions; all that is needed is to reinterpret the
A 7. 1

notation, e.g. (IR) and L is a three-dimensional localising

isometry, etc. In fact three-dimensional localisation is more

significant, as observables thought to have no quantum mechanical

counterpart can now be quantised, albeit locally. Let us therefore

from now on consider the three-dimensional case, except if stated

otherwise.

2. Many-Particle Evolutions

It is natural to seek to extend the investigation of local

evolutions to systems containing more than just a single particle.

This is done in this section, for free particles in configuration

space fR5.

2.1 Distinguishable Particles

To begin with, consider two distinguishable particles. The

appropriate Hilbert space is Suppose ^ may
be written

r = ®̂ K (35)

where , n = i,T. , obey

H £7* • A (k)) ^ 1| ~ 1 for each "t- .

The evolution of 4^ may be described by means of local comoving
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evolution operators Un(t,S^ ;

= un(t o>r„ , ) >

where

, p f
Un L-fc ^ -£-5 L s

(k1
and L is a localising isometry with region of localisation

A ((A . The evolution of (P~ may now be written

3f(0- tyo(36)
Of course, not every vector in <K. can be written in the form

of eq.(35); a general vector will be some linear combination of

such terms. Vectors of the form ^ in eq.(35) arise when the

behaviour of the particles is independent; linear combinations are

needed when the particles are correlated in some way. For instance,

suppose an experimenter prepares a pair of particles such that the

expectation value of their total momentum is zero. (As argued in

chapter I, this would be described mathematically in terms of

local momentum operators jfp .) Further, suppose that the first

particle is constrained to move either in the positive x-direction

or in the positive y-direction, with speed in the range .

(Of course, the direction cannot be precisely specified: what is

meant here is that the support of the (local) momentum, wave-function

is in a small angle cone C with axis along the +x-direction
UW> r-/^ -C4xi f-Jx) f+x)

(or C , along the +y-direction); Euip C ) <p -<p .) The

resulting wavefunction would be

f+x) (-*) (+y; f-y) (37)
4-f
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where

/ \ (-VTO (+~* )h ( *„P* 9 =9

C" ( / \"\ *) (-*)E 1 <f> - Cp

(ty^ f
and similarly for y . As argued in jIII.l, the single-particle

evolutions may be taken as

<? tO = U ( to) cp '

and

(4 v/) riy) ^ y)fl'y CO - U y (^D) <f

where

Uu (to - L, U, L
(in) , . o ,<•**> t
-t -t-s ?

I C±x~>and L are localising isometries with regions o^ localisation

A^~*\t) > and similarly for U ^(t^) and \}^\ Finally, define
-t- (4*) (-*) ( + u) c- y)

= (p CC) (g) cp ('f) + 7 (g) cp 7 )
. (38)

Restricting attention for the moment to cases where the

preparation procedure is given in sufficient detail to allow such

a natural decomposition, the above definitions can obviously be

extended to ^"particle systems, ^>2 . Here the Hilbert space

is M (nJ times), and an N-particle state ^ with given

decomposition

f =- X. C. [ ... ® cp^]
(]')

where for each ) the evolution of may be described by
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(^)
local comoving evolution operators ^ n (s) ;

f(^(i^U(i)(bo)f (V ; u'^C^s) ^ L y U0 i'])t' h n > ' '* > n ' i, t ^. j n; j

will have evolution given by

= ly cy [ <p »... ® .

While the applications considered in the seauel generally

satisfy the above physical requirement, namely the existence of

a physically natural decomposition into single-particle states,

let us for the sake of completeness give a procedure for defining

local evolutions of general systems ^3f, with no such natural

decomposition.
T i

A general state € <A may be considered as a vector in the

Hilbert space L(lR ) , i.e. a square-integrable function of 3^
variables:

*.,v.

If this function is such that

II £ O, for each "t j
.(3^ .o^ .

where A (.4-") IK and ^ ± is given by

U.y = ( b) times)
where acts on LCfR ) , then a local comoving evolution is

given by

iw= ulz"\blo)ti
U,,"><tO= l"*" W""' LaN>t

-t x - r S
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(■3N-)
where L-^_ is a family of localising isometries in 3N dimensions,
with regions of localisation A (t) .

2.2 Identical Particles

For NJ identical bosons(+ sign) or fermions -(- sign), the

relevant space is

where

$1 = LCfR3) ® J) for all * e [ L2, ■ ^
n

S _
_ A

and ® ® , (S> - ® are the symmetric and antisymmetric tensor

products defined in the usual way [8, pp305-6, definition 4.2];
® ... ® 3-^ is the space spanned by vectors of the form

where the sum is over all permutations tr of the set "5^, and £ ^"
while Eiv\= - 1 according to whether T" is even or odd. In this

section the possibility of internal variables has been included;
0 _ (C "c

for example, if the particles have spin = \, then -<j

As for distinguishable particles, there are two cases to

consider. The more important, from the point of view of the

applications considered later (see e.g. §VI.3), is where the state
T" A CK is of the form

f = 4^ ®4 ... ^
or can, using physical arguements, be decomposed in a natural way

into a unique linear combination of such vectors. If one can
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describe each 4^ , ^ by means of local evolutions

<(«=

then the evolution of 4f is given by
'J

g)4 tin .' N

On the other hand, if such a decomposition does not arise

naturally, the evolution may be described by a direct extension

of the technique used for distinguishable particles, bearing in

mind that the (anti)symmetry must be preserved. The details of

this will not be used in the sequel.
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V. Asymptotic Algebras and Locality

1. Introduction

In order to tackle various well-known paradoxes in quantum

mechanics, such as that of de Broglie [39, pp3-6; 44] for single
particles and that of Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen [40; 39, pplO-13]
for pairs of particles, Wan and coworkers [16,25,41-43,17] have
restricted the algebra of observables of quantum systems to

"asymptotic" algebras. In these investigations, global evolutions

U* etc. and global observables have been used. Asymptotic algebras

can however be formulated in terms of local comoving evolution

ojierators and observables. The purpose of the present chapter is to

present such a formulation for the case of a single,sninless

particle; further complications [l4j arise for pairs of particles,
and this case will be dealt with in chapter VI. To begin with, the

original arguments of Wan and McLean [l6,25] are reviewed in the
next section.

2. Asymptotic Algebras and the de Broglie Paradox - A Review

2.1 Asymptotic Algebras [l6,25j
In refs. 16 and 25, Wan and McLean derived an algebra

(to be defined presently) by imposing three requirements on the

set of operators representing observables on a single free

spinless particle moving in (R .

(i) For each V6 !•( = L(ft), it is required that the expectation

value A *40 converges as time i . This makes it
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possible to talk about the expectation value of A as the particle

"goes to infinity"; such ohservables are called asymptotic
yy

operators. Thus ft must belong to the set defined as [l6, p827]

where &U0 is the algebra of bounded operators on \i., and

throughout this chapter Xi** means w> .
t-s>

(ii) Tiro states f, X* € *J-{ are said to be asymptotically separable

[35,36] If they are asymptotically localisable [35,36; see also

£lll.l above] in disjoint regions of space, i.e. there exist two

disjoint bounded velocity ranges A, A c "\ such that

Us. f\ ~ & (40a)

XVv II b ( j A A) cf II - 1_ ^-40b-j

^ \| t(^tA;)U°t^|| = 1 . (40c)

Hie requirement on observables is that they have "asymptotically

vanishing correlations" (avc) between asymptotically separable

states, i.e.

JU™ < U° cf I (\ U° 40 = 0 (41)

if (fl */' obey eqs.(40). Eqs.(40b,c) imply

S-M'tn U°tfb (X ] t A)U° gp - cp (42a)

S-A^ u^£<s;-tA')u^rf . C4a,

We also have the following lemma.
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Lemma 7
3

For all Borel sets B c K ,

S-AXw\ U°^ £(*) St)U^ " pi vvx^") . (,

Proof

We can write for each X ^ "cK- ,

(£ (x;SurK*) =

oO _3
where the characteristic function % e C"K ) . Proposition 4.37

on pl23 in [l8] therefore applies, and hence (reinstating the

factor v> -1 )

U0^ £<■*) -- U°T Uct
- x; xBt(i^)zt
- Z* e ( £ ; «8)zt

where 2^ obeys

S-/UV« 7^ - s-XCv^lJ = X ,

so that

U0^
as required. B

(Let me note in passing that this straightforward result

considerably simplifies the proofs of the results in [35,36].)

The requirement (41) is therefore met if and only if f\
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belongs to the set defined by [lb, p83lj

A"' = £( A S)UotA f(f;8V-o
MC t -IX T. ~

for all disjoint Borel sets Bt J Ba c: (R ^ , (44)

(iii.) The final requirement on the set of operators whose

self-adjoint elements are to represent observables is that it be

a C*-algebra; this technical requirement makes the mathematical

analysis more straightforward. However, it turns out that the sets

yi ,^Vcand are not C*-alpebras [l6, theorem 3 and
theorem 6, parts (2) and (5)] . The strong* topology [lb] is

-A*therefore adopted, and one defines the C*-algebras 71 and Vc by
v .

y\ ^ - [ A € 18(>0 : u0^ (45a)

AAe«(5<): f-X;-e'r;S4w°,1Au'
eWc 1 — -t -e ~ -L

for all disjoint Borel sets S>I^B1C ^ 1 (45b)

One then chooses as the algebra of observables the C*-alpebra

(«)

It turns out that [l6, theorem 8, part (2)"]

= >\S + (47)
WM o i

where

j45 - I fle1g(M): AU*l/ AU°, - o (O t t J

Finally, one can define two types of states on 71^^ [25, pp839

-84o]. A normal state is a normalised positive linear
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functional (NPLF) on , defined by

Tr If Pi),
where f is a density operator. If f is a one-dimensional
projection ( - I40<( ^1 , ^ , then 401p- is given by

= <4UA<t>
, /le ^ .

oo

One also has normal states at infinity, defined via

co~ (A) = XVv, Tr( f U°|AUCJ _ .

If then this becomes

<pA) = A U°t+~> , ft e ^WM .

'Ihe point here is that one can have pure states evolving into

mixed states, albeit asymptotically; this is in contrast with the

usual quantum mechanics using the full algebra 15? (^0 . Namely, if

1" ( 4/+(|p) ancj are asymptotically separable, then

4(fl) = ^to"dw + MT(#)] >

= U)"(A) (17)

where

^ - i [_ I4OOH +" IcfX^pil .

2.2 The de Broglie Paradox [39,44]
Consider a particle (e.g. an electron) confined to a box B ,

described by a wavefunct.ion Ir . If one splits the box into two

parts B^ by means of an impenetrable barrier, the
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wavefunction will be CP) where B, and s^pp 'f ~ ,

i.e. a superposition. Let us now take to Paris and S^to
Tokyo. One now opens the box 8, in Paris and observes whether or
not the electron is present. If it is, the wavefunction in

Tokyo collapses to zero, since we now know that the electron is

not there. If one's preferred metaphysics includes realism, it is

natural to infer that the electron was in Paris before the box was

opened. On other occasions no electron will be found in Paris, and

the realist infers that it was in Tokyo even before the box was

opened. If one considers an ensemble of N boxes split up in this

way, the realist would assert that approximately have wave-

function ^ and jN have wavefunction <? ; i.e. the electron must

be described by a mixed state

f = l. (48)

But if one uses 1B(^0 as the algebra of observables, then the

initial pure state (v^r"+cp) must have given rise to a pure

state even after a distant separation of the two halves of the

wavefunction, for the case in which the separation occurs via a

unitary evolution; this apparent contradiction is called the de

Broglie paradox. On the other hand, it is clear that no paradox

arises if one subscribes to a philosophical viewpoint such as

positivism: the positivist would say that the pure state persists,

and that quantum mechanics correctly predicts the probability of

observing an electron in Paris or in Tokyo; one should not make

assertions about unobserved electrons, including the assertion,

"they exist".
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As far as the realist: viewpoint is concerned, the paradox

can be overcome by adopting as the algebra of observables,
o£>

and asserting that the state of the electron is effectively

as in eq.(47), when the boxes and are as widely separated

as Paris and Tokyo. One therefore has a mixed state, as required,

and no paradox arises. Moreover, this result has relevance to

another, related, question, which is independent of one's

philosophical viewpoint.

Consider what would happen if the two boxes were brought back

together, and the partition removed, to obtain a box B again. The

idealised argument presented above, with pure states throughout,

would predict a pure stated". The question is, could interference

effects be measured between the components and ^ ?

So far, one has been dealing with ideal boxes with perfectly

reflecting walls. But in a real situation, the walls would be

imperfect, and the boxes would receive considerable buffeting

during their voyages from St. Andrews to Paris or Tokyo and back.

These perturbations would destroy the "phase relations" between ^
and f , and a mixed state (48) would result. (The often-used term

"phase relations" [50] arises from the fact that any superposition

^0 " ) » f°r an>r real ^ ' pi-ves rise t0 the same mixed
state f . Destruction of phase relations refers to the fact that
one cannot therefore determine 0 from f .)

It is by means of this process that many physicists (in the

experience of the present author) would avoid the de Broglie

paradox; they irould assert that the Paris/Tokyo gedankenexperiment

is too idealised. By introducing the algebra and having pure
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states evolving asymptotically into mixed states, Wan and McLean

have provided a convenient way of expressing this pliysical

intuition mathematically.

It is of interest to consider how mixed states have been

obtained from pure states. Consider the states

ir = it (

and

„ _ [lfX+ 1 -l- ItpXcpl] .

What is the difference between these states? The physically

significant quantities in quantum mechanics are the expectation

values

and

< A>f = Tr ( f A) .

Expanding these expectations one obtains

- <A> = i < 4^+fl - £ [<4^1 lA«f>J

- <^1 Af> = £ C A ; f ) .

If one assumes that any self-adjoint A £ is a possible

observable, one can always find an A such that 5(A) ^ ^ ,

and the states ^{fand f are therefore distinct, whatever the
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spatial separation of r , ^ . Put if one restricts the observables

to an algebra so that for infinitely separated ^

SCA; = 0 for all 4 e ^ ,

then the states and ^ are indistinguishable, and may be
identified with each other. It is a matter of choice whether one

describes the system by means of the pure state or the mixed

state ^ . This is essentially what has been done in £l6,25] to
obtain mixed states.

*2.3 Schiodinger's Cat

The above idea has relevance to the consideration of the

paradox of Schrodinger's cat [45,4(ij . Schrodinger considered a

"hellish contraption" where a cat is confined to a box containing

a phial of poisonous gas. A hammer is set up to smash the phial

and kill the cat if a Geiger-Muller detector detects the decay

products of a radio-active uranium atom within a certain time,

which is chosen so that the cat has a 50$ chance of survival.

Since the uranium atom is in a superposition of decayed/undecayed

states, the unitary evolution of quantum mechanics predicts that

the cat is also in a superposition (pure state)

f - k ( + <hb) (49)

where *It is a live-cat state and */(* is a dead-cat state.
L. t)

One opens the box and finds either a live cat 4^ or a dead
cat . But what is the meaning of the state (49)? Is the cat in

some kind of "limbo", neither dead nor alive? These awkward

questions would not arise if the cat were in a mixed state
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p= tl '"fcx+Ll + I'h.Xf-j] (so)

before the box is opened. As above, one argues that it is not

possible to imagine an observable that could give rise to

interference effects between ^ and ^; one restricts the algebra
to A , such that

A e A =* S ( A ;

and the states tJ' and { become identical. The credibility of this
approach is increased by considering what self-adjoint operators

are not in A . One such is

A =■ ( +"b I + i ij) ^ .

The argument is that no apparatus could be devised to measure

this "observable".

This idea of restricting the algebra of observables in order

to identify linear combinations of state-vectors with mixed states

has been used by Hepp and others [47-49] in the context of the

quantum theory of measurement.

3. A Local Formulation of Asymptotic Algebras

We have seen in £f2.2 and 2.3 how, by restricting the algebra

of observables to some proper C*-subalgebra of B(#), we can avoid

some of the paradoxes of standard quantum mechanics.lire asymptotic

algebra of ^2.1 is an example of this approach: in the
large-time limit, it allows pure states to evolve into mixed

states (see eq.(47)). In the original derivation [l6,25j global
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evolutions and global observables were used. However, it has been

argued in chapters I and III that the evolution of free quantum

states can be described by local comoving evolution operators,

and that actual measurements using apparatus of finite size should

be described by means of local observables. It is therefore

desirable to formulate the asymptotic algebra ^WM in terms of
these local operators.

In analogy to the arguments (i)-(iii) of $2.1, let us impose

the following requirements on our algebra A*** . To begin with, for

simplicity, the one-dimensional case is considered; the extension

to three dimensions, using the methods of fjV.l, is straightforward,

(i) Suppose we have a particle, as in £lll.l, that is initially

localised in a region A(o) , and whose waveAinction satisfies

t ( fl;(\,\)) t-fo) = r .o I

At a later time t the particle will be in the region A(t) ;

+■«:)* U(tD)^o) ; tut.o)-- Lk U* L0 .

If we measure an observable at this time, the appropriate

operator (see £lll.2) to use is

A = L A L/-t t i ■

In order that MW\ exist we require that

f\ U A c) exists. (51)

(ii) Now consider two states ^ : j-',1*-, initially localised in
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regions Ayfo) respectively, with disjoint local momentum ranges;

tf fO ; ex1'' V1'1)) h) (52a)•^JjO 1 ' I ' 1 J J

(*:\<rt) n (C, >1")= ^ , (52b)
s^pp J fX) ^ /l .m _ j =1,1 .
* b J

Tliese states evolve according to

Vjlt) - 11^,0) </jM , U-( f, 0) ^
where Ly(4) are localising isometries onto ^y(F> , . Here
we require

« 1 .01 (V) ,^ "> A > c> or ^ ( ^ <C ° . (53)

The question of correlations between the two states and

for large time f , arises when we consider the expectation value

of a superposition of these two states, e.g.

ft*)' A ( ^4 ^(t)) .

Expnnding such an expectation value (for some ft ^ we obtain

- i [ 4* <^(b)l A<^)>
+. < v^oiA^U)^ + < 4^(t)|A ]t

The reason for the requirement (ii) in f2.] of asymptotically
vanishing correlations, was to ensure that the last two terms

in this sum vanish as "fc-^ ^ , and hence that any observable A
could not correlate asymptotically separate states and

for large time "t . Now theorem 6 tells us that
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<^(t~)|A ~ (0 i A'f ^(t>>
where

A':1 - LWALft)1
-t 1 r »

so that the requirement of asymptotically vanishing correlations

in this local formulation becomes

<4^ a) | A]>x vjr = 0;-t i

and this is guaranteed by demanding

£*( i,}0f> ; 1,') U/+.,o)r E(f2op \ T.) ~ 0 (54)

for all appropriate choices of Ay (ti and intervals 2! y - I ^ J

(i.ii) For the same reasons as in f2.1(iii) (namely the lack of weak

continuity of operator multiplication) we again turn to the strong*

topology arid define

[rteWX): SK- /(a»VI U( t, o) (_A (ti o) eyi\Fs ^A'

- f ^CI.) U.tbo)' A'^u (t- o)c a )=o\
C\\/c £ 2. v

where

5.-(2 .) = £f C O • 1 •) i -1 2_^ J j j o I > j » 3 j ^ >

and

I A I. = ^ .
T.

Finally, we define

/tare. _ , h /^c" 5, 4
(1 ^
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as the chosen asymptotic algebra in this formulation.

The following two theorems show that *1 ; the

significance of this result is discussed after the theorems.

Theorem 16

Proof

First, let A € ^ . Then

U(t,ofL„ ofL-l . . Utu° L'I
- L„ u°l A u; LI _

since L, L, r 1L . Therefore
fc fc

V" *|*
Ul^oV (\, uct o? =■ L U\ AU°)l' t: J o -fc ' -i ' ©

^ ^ IxrX-
which implies a e ^ . Pence A — & . Similarly,

suppose A €: . Then, since ^ t0 ~ , we have

Ubl A u® - C^oUlrAu04L6+)Lo
- C f a<t act o)) l0

f\<£^ ~^> Sj CL >t ^ .

S iir*. . S1
Therefore ^ ~

Theorem 17

""
, where

a' = [ ft®me);2>°Vt° ct^;Tp=o
for all intervals ..X^ X, nT^- ^ J
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00

Proof
ro ?

(a) Suppose A € A Mc . Then

J A

= L,«rt E'(p-JI1'>L1ft»T. L,(o) U°^ L,tt)ftLx(tf
• LJt)ut k'0)t- LJo) ec p; xv) 1- Jo)r

-

-p* 0

* A e ^45'-^ ^Als«.vrt wc. «wc

Reversing the argument gives the opposite inclusion, which proves

part (a).

(b) Obviously A s =? A . Hencev 7 y CW c «w c

, loc ? Jtrt ? /I <n_
^WM S ^ ft ^WM c

J _ <rV>
- ^ ft ^

c^c by theorems 16 and 17(a)

a a5 ft a* = Ai
«Wc. WM •

To prove the opposite inclusion, we need only prove that
A

vJ M — "^Af\ , where M is defined as [l6, theorem 8(2)]
m - I ft€ ^5:5*-^ u 1 e L°°( ^ 1 -

Let A € ^ ? and T"r S-JUm tl fc $ . Then A e
implies that
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LT,t(p;'I)J = 0

for all intervals ^ . This can be extended to all Borel sets by-

taking suitable combinations of intervals I , and therefore
Te L°°ch , as in [l6, p834] . The same applies to , and so

^ • But ra s [i6], so that finally
■

Remark

It is possible that ^avc= , in which case the above
proof would be simplified.

Discussion

Theorem 17(b) means that it is possible to derive the

asymptotic algebra using local operators. This approach
combines the original arguments of Wan and McLean [l6,25], with
the arguments in favour of local comoving evolution operators
and observables given in $£lll.l and III.2. In this way, the idea
of representing all measurements using finite-size apparatus by
local operators has been incorporated into asymptotically

separable quantum mechanics [l6,25,35,36/, with its desirable
physical properties (££2.2,2.3).

It may seem odd that starting with a purely local approach
one ends up with an algebra containing non-local operators.

However, this is unavoidable, because the algebra must be general
enough to apply to all states, whereas each localising isometry

I.t is very much tied to one specific set of states. In any case,
the non-local operators are only "representative" oT

observables, in the sense of theorem 7 on p24; it is clear from
the present section and<flll.2 that the observables one actually
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measures are the local ones such as ~ A .

three Dimensions

Ihe extension of the above formulation of ^WM in local
terms to three dimensions is straightforward. One uses the three-

dimensional localising isometries defined in £lV.l, and three-
.(ji

dimensional momentum ranges A must replace the one-dimensional
(jl ly

intervals ) , j in eq.(52b). In place of condition (53)
we require that for all sufficiently large times "t , we have

-tA'3' n Br = szc
for any piven r > o t where 37 \̂^ r 3 . This

guarentees that at large times the particle moves away from the

origin; if, on the contrary XvVi Alh) - (R } then clearly the

physical ideas of asymptotic localisation [35,36j are not

applicable.
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VI. Chronological Disordering and the Quantum Mechanics of

Pairs of Particles

1. Introduction

As mentioned in §V.l, new problems arise when one comes to

peneralise the ideas of asymptotic alpebras to systems of pairs

of particles. Part of the motivation for seekinp such a

peneralisation is to provide a resolution, for larpe times, of

the "paradox" of Einstein, Podolsky and Posen (EPF) [40,39,50j.
Wan and McLean [4l] , in a straiphtforward peneralisation ot their

previous work [16,25] on sinple particles, defined a two-particle

asymptotic alpebra,

a'T = < 4.
.5

where -^Cois defined by

4^ s"-^ u'J flU°t
Here ~ ® is the Filbert space of two distinpuishable

spinless particles, and = i-s composite plobal
,wm)

evolution proup. ™ c has the property that pure states can

asymptotically evolve into mixed states; this means that the EPR

paradox is resolved in the larpe time limit [41, $3]. However,

this alpebra suffers from, two related shortcominps:

(i) It is not possible to make a direct peneralisation of t

to the case of particles with spin;

00
. A ^

(.ii) The alpebra at infinity, L QVP,), may be considered to be

too larpe; it includes two-particle observables [43].
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Wan and Jackson [43l, when tackling the case of spin \

particles, avoided these drawbacks by using an algebra cJLc that
is a direct sum of algebras. Here there are no two-particle

observables that give rise to two-particle conservation laws.
7,(vJT>Indeed the physical justification for CCc arises from

consideration of chronological disordering [l4; see also k2 below].
The correct algebra for the spinless case can be recovered from

(Ac by specialising to spin = 0; this is done in the following

section.

The notion of chronological disordering arises from

considering not just one pair of particles, but many pairs,

forming two beams, since this is the physical situation in actual

experiments. Once the details of this configuration have been

worked out ($2), it is possible to place on a firm mathematical

and physical basis the investigations of Herbut and Vujicic [5l]
into the inoperativeness of the Fauli principle in EPF-type

experiments j^50] . This is done in £3 using local comoving evolution

operators, thus providing additional support in favour of using

the ideas of chapters I-IV.

2. Chronological Disordering [14]

2.1 Asymptotic Pairing of Two Particles

For simplicity, let us consider one-dimensional motion.

Consider the following thought-experiment. A laboratory assistant

at the origin creates a pair of non-identical particles at time

~t~0
, by, say, triggering the decay of a composite parent

system, and he keeps repeating the process in an identical manner

at time interval At until time t = T- nAt . a total of tv
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identical pairs of particles are then consecutively created.

Suppose that each pair is described by the same state ^ ® e
at its creation, and that ^ ^ correspond to the first

particle of mass and the second particle of mass having

momentum values in and respectively, where A( and Ax
are two intervals on the positive and negative parts of the real

line respectively. Furthermore, suppose that the two particles

do not mutually interact, i.e. they evolve freely, with the first

particle moving to the right and the second particle moving to

the left. Now an observer ^ on the far right is ready to
measure an observable f\ of the particles reaching him, and

similarly an observer on the far left is ready to measure

observable 8 .

After a sufficiently long time the observer ^ would
obtain a set of experimental data which can be listed

chronologically as and can similarly list

his data as D s 5 b, ^ . now the usual procedure would

be to identify Oj and b, as the measured values of observables
f\ and 8 for the A^ pair of particles created by the

laboratory assistant at the origin. Hence the measured value of

the two-particle observable A+ 8 is taken to be ^ for
the 1 pair of particles created at the origin. One also claims

to have measured any function ^-CA + 8) , i.e. it is f<VbP
for the pair. One can average over all the pairs

to obtain the average value of -j-(A-hB) which can be used to

check whether is conserved in time.

Clearly, the above analysis binges on the crucial assumption

that the pair of values ^) can be attributed to the
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pair of particles created at the origin. That such an assumption

is untenable when ant' ^ arc arbitrarily far away from the
origin may be seen as follows. The asymptotic behaviour of, say,

the first particle in state ^ is governed by the result [35-37]
Aivry \\ F(y,--fc-k,)U°t ^ 11 - I!£ C II - 1_

which incidentally follows from lemma 7 in fv.2.1. Note that here

I have chosen to use the global free evolution U^fc and momentum

; this is in order to emphasise the fact that chronological

disordering occurs in standard quantum mechanics, and does not

rely on the local formulation of chanters I—IV; however, the

analysis of this section could equally well be couched in terms of

local operators.

Eq.(55) expresses the fact that at a sufficiently large time

"t » T
f the first particle of the very first pair oT particles

created at the origin will lie largely in the region "tA, where ^
is situated far away from the origin, i.e.

(i£(v,~ 1 .

At this time "t the first particle of the second pair will lie

mainly in the region (fc-fcOA, . Since At is predetermined, while

t could be arbitrarily large for an observer ^ arbitrarily
far away from the origin, it is clear that at large time "t both

these particles will lie mainly in the region t A,. Now the

measurement of fl necessarily involves the detection of the

particle in the region where the observer is situated. Such a

detection is basically a position measurement whose outcome is

necessarily probabilistic in nature. Consequently, ^ situated
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in the region cannot be sure that the first particle he

detected and for which he obtained the value a, came from the

first pair of particles created by the laboratory assistant. The

particle could have come from the second or even the 1 ^ pair

created at the origin.

It follows that the value ^ does not generally

represent the value of the two-particle observable ^ for a

particular pair of particles created at the origin. The corollary

is that one cannot claim to be able to measure -J-fA+B) . in other

words, must be excluded from the set of observables at

infinity, where only one-particle observables are separately

measurable. This is then the physical origin of the direct sum
(WT> ,

algebra 7X |43j, discussed in £2.3 below.

2.2 Chronological Disordering

The discussion in £2.1 is largely qualitative, and it is

obviously desirable to have quantitative formulae for the thought-

experiment. In particular, one would like to know how large the

time "t need be for two-particle observables to be no longer

measurable. First, a wavefunction that is a top-hat function in

momentum space is considered, and the estimate eq.f29) in £lll.l
for asymptotic localisation is obtained. A similar result is also

found to hold for the example of a moving Gaussian (Kennard)

wavepacket, which also sheds some light on the relationship of

these estimates to the uncertainty principle. The chronological

disordering process of £2.1 is also put on a quantitative

footing.
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2.2.1 Example

Consider a free particle of mass rn in one-dimensional motion.

Let be an interval on the real line and suppose that

at time t = 0 the state of the particle is given by the normalised

wavefunction

-,A
t (y) - [.2-w^| cAp •€

r i , , r i y P. / *> /
- t [ e - -e. ] /t'x

(which implies that

f(p>= (p.-p.V""1" , Pj- -^ ,

in momentum space; this is the same wavefunction as in eqs.(8) in

<sl.3.3, p20). Using the global free evolution U°t - e*.p
the state at a later time t is given by

r -i -"a. rvwX.'V/Q_"k t r Y-v. _ i V"
= Ukcv'.n « i^ *

• i

where

A = CM" . i - -

Hence

r *. i r^"^' i r1^ ~rtTrV^ / *■
II t ( * ; -t A)Tt II " [zt^-^)T J0 dc^ I iy ^ e I

idiere <j= y/fc -V, , and therefore

■ . lfi~
xf — — (■£.'v» / *u"ti )
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and

>/.

Y ~ (y^ v/( - <^) .

For any ^ € (0, is positive and ^ is negative, and
>)

both ^ and 7, become arbitrarily large as t tends to infinity.
Therefore we have

JvV^ - fv«4 J>'i 1 o i it

-•? li i « \kJ I IW I —^ OO

•e

as If,1 ,WJ

(The Fresnel integrals on the right hand side of this eauation

have well-known asymptotic values [52,53].) To yield large

and for most values of ^ in f ) , we must require t to

satisfy

( ) (. tW\ / tr"t\ ) v >> ]_ ,

or equivalently

t >> ~TV"k

This is just the estimate stated in eq. (29) in §>III.l. A similar

estimate for asymptotic localisation applies to a Gaussian

wavepacket, as follows.

2.2.2 Example

A moving Gaussian (Kennard) wavepacket, with initial

wavefunction

Cl-n-'i * (AxJ oyp CX-yo)X + x^s/oU-^
4(AX0^ ' M

(56)
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and probability density

X

(A*0Y [~y- C*-*tAV(AXe>y1']
has at time t the probability density [54,551

= l(U° <lr)(x)|'t- (2.*0 CAy^) g^<pf-,L^-yo~vo^ ? (57a)
I J

where

c&^y = + /t±_\*
v. 2_iv\ t^y /

(57b)

The Kennard packet is a minimum uncertainty wavepacket, so that

the momentum spread m tw is related to the initial position

spread &X0 by

w» (W . Axo - -> An/ ~ . (58)
Q, nrv h* y 0

Therefore we can write eq.(57b) as

o*.y - (Ax„y + RA-I)\ (59)

For asymptotic localisation to take place we require that the

first term in eq.(59) be negligible in comparison with the second

term, i.e., using eq.(58),

-b Zw » A y
o =

which i'liplies that

Q~ rv\ A. "J

-t >> i_
5.wv(Ay )

which is essentially the same as eq.(56).

Thjs example sheds some light on the relationship between

the estimate (56) and the uncertainty principle. Any state with

(60)
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velocity spread A\/ must, by the uncertainty principle, have an

initial position spread of at least If the particle, at

a later time t , is to be well localised in a region of size

then clearly one can state that is a necessary

condition for asymptotic localisation. The results (56) and (60)

state that the condition t: » is also sufficient for

this, at least for the wavefunctions considered in examples 2.2.1

and 2.2.2.

The question arises, can estimates of the form of eqs.(56)

and (60) be derived for general wavefunctions? Farina £74]] has

shown that, if the origin of "t is chosen appropriately, the

answer is yes. However, this necessary choice of origin of "t in

general means that the time that elapses between particle

preparation and asymptotic localisation may be arbitrarily large.

Also, in the three-dimensional case, three different time origins

are necessary.

The results of examples 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 make it possible to

discuss in quantitative terms the process considered in $2.1.
A stream of "n particles sent out at intervals At f each with

momentum spread ~ > v + 5 6/,+^^ , Av/ - ),

will, at times t >> (Av)1* t have undergone asymptotic

localisation; the J. ^ particle will lie mainly in the region

[t - i.X -1) A fcl A ( A = L^,, ). All these regions will

largely overlap one another if the half-width \ "t Av of the

region fr A is much bigger than the separation vbt-OAtr for

all I . In such a case the chronological order in which the
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particles are detected by an observer on the far right will not

necessarily correspond to the chronological order in which the

laboratory assistant sends out the particles. In [l4] such a

process was called chronological disordering.
' 1

v

To sunt up, chronological disordering takes place in a group

of n particles sent out at a rate v - (Afl if

•fc » t (Av vyO - ^ /^M- (61)

and

2(»-i)/w4aM . (62)

These conditions can be expressed in terms of how far away the

observer has to be for chronological disordering to take place,

i.e. one requires

<X - v t V> - v ( A^J -wo 0 (63)

and

A = v-fc » \ = V tr( Av, x/,v,~0 . (64)

Table 1 gives some numerical estimates of "t_ and in MS

units, for the case nrl .

2.3 Conservation Laws, Asymptotic Algebras and the EPR Paradox

It is now clear why the phenomenon of chronological

disordering prohibits the formulation of two-particle conservation

laws at infinity, as mentioned in §1. Physically, the non¬

existence of two-particle observables (such as the squares of the

total spin T = and the total momentum (P,~*PX) ) at
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\

Table 1.

V
y

Av/v V r t '
a

t
r

d
a

d
r

U.I 1 o5 io/4 1U~1Z 2x1U-3 10-7 2x1U2
□ . 1

r

1U6 iu-12 2x1U~3 1U-7 2

0.1 1 5 1U° 1U"12 2x1U7 io~7 2x1U-2
0.1 107 10* 10"16 2x1U-3 10-9 2x10*
U. I 107 106 10-16 2x1U-5 10-9 2x1 UZ
0.1 io7 10° 10-16 2x10 7 10-9 . 2

U. UI 10 3 IU* 1U-1U 2xur2 10-5 2x1U3
(J.U1

5 1U6 10"10 2x10~* 1U"5 2U

0.01
r

10° 10-10 2x10'6 10-5 0.2

0.0 1 I07 io* -11
10 2x1U-2 10-7 2x103

0.01 10 1U6 -11
10

-1
2x10 10-7 2x1U3

0.01 iu7 10° -11
10 2x10"6 10-7 20

I

Values of and Ar are given, in MKS units, for the case n = a

for various values of Av , v and r . Order of magnitude
. . i

estimates for "tft and are also given, for particles of mass
= electron mass. For other types of particle, of mass nA ,

values of and may be obtained by multiplying the given

values by , and this factor is in general less than unity.
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infinity is due to the fact that one cannot measure such

observables because of the intrinsic difficulty in pairing the

particles discussed in £ 2.1. As the observer moves further away,

chronological disordering will eventually occur according to

eq.(64), no matter how low the rate r of production, of particles

is set. The observer will become unable to measure these

observables, so that it becomes meaningless to talk about them,

let alone their conservation.

The analysis of H2.1 and 2.2 also provides the physical

justification for the direct sum asymptotic algebra adopted

in [43] for two particles of spin = \. Here the relevant Hilbert

space is

- [ iz(iR3)<§ ] ® LlHO ® <cx] (65}

where C is the space Df one-particle spin

states. If -?> denotes the algebra of linear operators on (C (i.e.

-•-0 consists of all 2*2 complex matrices) and consists of all

4^4 complex matrices, while Jtj ( j"1)7- ) is the identity on the
Hilbert space L(R £ of the j ^ particle, then IXC is
defined as

.MT')
K = [Ao® + £( 1.®1 ® K ® K ,

where

1L*--

(66a)

Zt =
"L. I /■*-

(.^t)
are the algebras at infinity. States on are denoted by

(66b)

(66c)
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JT = JLr„ © JL © Jl°Co ,

according to the rule

JL( Ae.©fl>0 = JIcoCficJ + Jt>:) +JtjO.
oo K>

Here JLC|> , , arid J*-x are NPLFs on the algebras

-^c + ^(1,® Zlt and respectively".

Because of the direct sum form of the algebra at infinity

*>0 _ 06 _. 00

2L=ZL&U,C | 1- >

it is obvious that two-particle observables in the sense of $2.1
ri°°

are excluded; any observable H € U.t can be measured without

the need to "pair off" the particles arriving at and ^ in. $2.1.

Use of the algebra , with its physical justification

of chronological disordering, gives a resolution of the so-called

EPR "paradox" [40,39,50j. For the sake of completeness, let me

give a very brief account of EPF's argument, as modified by

Bolim [56J .

Suppose two particles are emitted in a total spin zero

(singlet) state

% (*z®p2 - (67)

(here the space part of the wavefunction is suppressed; °<z and

are "up" and "down" eigenstat.es of the operator
/ I o \

corresponding to the z-component of the spin, where a 1 °~lJ
is a Pauli matrix). The particles are assumed to move off in

L
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opposite directions. If, using a Stem-Gerlach apparatus, is

measured for the right-hand particle, a value of either or

will be found. IMs Implies that a corresponding measurement

on the left-hand particle will give the opposite value. EPR

assumed that one can infer from this that the z-component of the

spin of the left-hand particle is an "element of reality". But

the state (67) may also be written

X= X (68)

where °tx , are eigenvectors of t , the x-component of
the spin. Identical reasoning implies that the x-component of the

spin is also an "element of reality". The same reasoning applies

to any component of the spin. However, in quantum mechanics one

can measure only one component of the spin without disturbing the

others, and so at most only one component can be an "element of

reality" in quantum mechanics. EFR concluded that quantum mechanics

is incomplete.

A similar argument runs as follows. Measuring to be

on the right-hand particle implies that the left-hand particle

must be in state B2 , while if ^x. is measured on the right-hand

particle and found to be (say) f then the left-hand particle

must be in state ^ ; it seems that the state of the left-hand

particle is altered by the distant measurement on the right-hand

particle. This so-called "action at a distance" means that the

EFR reasoning gives rise to problems of non-locality in quantum

mechanics.

The above two paragraphs give an example of the kind of
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interesting problems arising from EPR's original paper £40]. It
is beyond the scope of this thesis to provide any more detail

on this; the interested reader is referred to the proceedings £50]
and references therein. It suffices to say that all the problems

stem from the ability to measure correlations among pairs of

particles, i.e. to measure two-particle observables. These

observables are explicitly excluded at infinity by the algebra
,(v»T)

64.
c , and on the physical level we have seen that this due to

the process of chronological disordering.

It should be pointed out that at finite times (i.e. before

chronological disordering has taken place), the algebra 6tt still

gives rise to EPR-type correlations, due to the component

^'Ce ®-^c +" of the direct sum (66a). Of course, a prudent

experimenter will ensure that, for a given experimental set-up,

the rate f of production of pairs is sufficiently low to

guarantee that chronological disordering does not occur. The

discussion of this section and of [l4] is intended rather as a

comment on the structure of asymptotically separable theories
n,such as (Xc ; it has been shown that lack of conservation laws

at infinity is a desirable feature, not a drawback, of the theory.

Finally, as advertised in £l, we can obtain an asymptotically

separable algebra for two spinless particles. In analogy with IK

one uses the Hilbert space

y = lzcir3)® lzctpJ)
c

and defines

A - M 5 •+ <C(4l,«>lO) © A* © J404
C *• ' )
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where JL,® is the identity on and

States are de-fined by

to — co (t) eo (^p eo_
CO '

using
.oO .oO-s . - no , *<3 / d °0 \

to f /\cJi> A , ® ^ ) = tOeft(A-Co ) + co ( f A , ) + ^ ).

3. An Application of Local Comovlng Evolution Operators

3.1 Introduction

The fact that it is necessary to take into account the

phenomenon of chronological disordering [ £VI.2 above; 14^ when
dealing with experiments of the EPR type [57-59] is a conseauence

of the breakdown of an approximation which is used in the standard

description, usually without being explicitly mentioned.

Suppose an experimenter creates Nl pairs of (identical)

massive particles, each of spin 5, in such a way that the N pair

is created before the first pair reaches the detectors. According

to standard quantum mechanics [bJ these llJ particles should be

described by a wavefunction Slf (-H ]

f (o G rr, c69)
where

<R - £"($?) & € 1S + I for all n € £ ', -
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In (69) the + sign is used for bosons, and the - sign for
+ —

fermions. Hie symbols ® , (*) are defined as in £lV.2.2.
If at time t the 2^ particles are mainly to be found in

2.id disjoint regions of space, then one would wish to consider

each pair separately, without (anti-)symmetrising the two-particle

wavefunctions:

e ®
, etc. (70)

A mathematical procedure for doing this can be obtained by

extending the ideas of Herbut and Vujicic [5l] to the 2^ particle

case. This procedure can be exact only if the single particle

wavefunctions have disjoint supports, and this can happen for at

most one value of the time t, due to the instantaneous spreading

of wavefunctions [32:10; see also ^III.l abovej. This, then, is

the approximation mentioned in the opening paragraph of the

present section. When the overlap of the single-particle

wavefunctions becomes non-negligible, chronological disordering

occurs, the approximation breaks down, and it is necessary to use

the full 2 n) -particle wavefunction, eq.(69).

In [5lJ , only the case 1 was considered. Because of the

possibility of chronological disordering occuring, it is desirable

to extend the ideas of [5l] to ^ > 1 . (In the experiment

described in [58], where the time of flight 3xlo s £58,p2547]
and the proton beam current - ' Txio f\ f one has -^ooc> .)

Also, the approximation involved can be eliminated (i.e. the

procedure made exact) by making use of the local comoving

evolution operators (LCEOs) of §IV.2.2, in the regime before
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chronological disordering has taken place.

The purpose of this section is therefore two-fold:

(i) To render the procedure of [51J exact by using LCEOs;

(ii) To extend the procedure to many-particle systems.

3.2 One fair of Particles

For W~ i , eq. (69) gives

f"(h) 6 ^ . (71)

Now in the EPR type of experiment which we are considering in this

chapter, the preparation procedure for the pairs of particles is

given in sufficient detail to allow the "natural" decomposition

of states such as into linear combinations of simple direct

products of single-particle states, as discussed in £lV.2. For

example, a singlet state for two electrons would be given by

f J 4- f&'F5") ( <*z ~

where L. (fK ) are single-particle spatial wavefunctions

representing particles moving roughly in opposite directions.

The evolution of ^ may therefore be described in the way put

forward in the main part of fIV.2.2.
Thus, suppose that by using LCEOs, one knows for certain that

one of the particles described by the wevefunction in eq.(71)

is to be found in a bounded region ^ ^ , and the other

in a bounded region (R f for values of "t. Further,

suppose that
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A,(U fl - & for all t 6 ; (72)

where 3" -
} t is some interval. This implies that $" (t")

satisfies

[ e, S £^+ E,6> £,] $"(« - fif„all tfj, (73a)

where

Ej■- CCjS; A.(tl) ® .lLff ; 3'='^, (73b)

11 /r**+land As is the identity operator on ^ , the spin part of the

single-particle Hilbert space.

The observahles we wish to consider (this statement is further

justified by the example given later in this subsection) are linear

combinations of operators of the form

A = t (-74a)

where

A - - L. A5l] ® s. , . (74b)

Here, for ^ = 1 or 2 , A • is an operator on L ^ \ ^ s |
and L- is a localising isometry with region of localisation A-(t).** J

Eq. (74b) implies that

€iPti Ei = Ai ' 1 1 - C75)

For instance, if P[ ■ ~ % , one gets A - = t (.*• A (^i) 0 $; .] j j J

Because of condition (73a), one can restrict attention to

U = [e,®e + e ®c]«
£ *• *■ t l. i ,

(76a)
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Also define another Hilbert space ^ '

k'h = ( «) ( • (76b)
/ 3D t>lS

(In [5l], and H were called H and W respectively.)

Finally, define the operators U , U-1 by
<■ L

^-l : 4"'= J? (77a)

< : ^ Ut : j'*-* §= ^"5 , (77b)
D -where 1 is defined by1.

P ~: 3-f(: <f> g>^ (cp ± c£fc>f( } (77c)

and is an (anti-)symmetrisation operator.

Theorem 18
_!

For all t€ *5 , is unitary and is its inverse.

This is essentially the theorem given on p428 of [5l]; I give a

straightforward proof in the next subsection, f.3.3.

Clearly A given in eq.(74a) (and also linear combinations

of such operators) is an operator on ^ • To complete the
. . f

transition to the M -representation, define

/
, ,

A - U2 A IT € £ operators 011 | . (78a)

A simple calculation shows that

A - for an t 6 j , (78b)

Because U is unitary, we obviously have
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= <$ia4T> ,

so that the ^^-representation is indeed physically equivalent
to the original cR-representation.t v

An hxaiiple

In order to bring out the mathematical and physical

significance of the above, let us consider a simple example.

Suppose a pair of electrons is created in a singlet state,

with one electron evolving (using LCEOs) so that it is always in

the region , and the other likewise is in A^(ir), where

eq. (72) holds for all t ^(1 . the wavefunction is

(79)

(80)

where

(•<(?-(i°0 = j=_(

is the spin singlet state, and

?«:)--£C t'A.th)'fit) = ftt) (81a)

rtb" Lxu°t% <*> e (.?_■, Ajhtftht)(81b)

for some , '/'r. - f Hence ^ f with L . (Note

that L'~ depend on time.)

Now suppose that at time t , one wishes to use a detector b (

of spatial extent ^ f (see fig. 7), to measure
/N.J ^

observables f ^,,5,3 on the "left-hand" electron, where A, is

an operator on L (fR ) , and s, e .As explained in fill.2
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Fig. 7

Detector , Detector ,

spatial extent P 2A,|t) spatial extent [\ 3 Aa(t)

(^rl =
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2f ~ t
above, the appropriate operator for the n( measurement is L, A,L( .
(This is an effective measurement because F, => A, (i).) The

appropriate single-particle operator is therefore

^
, ~ Li ® - j ' (82a)

and the corresponding operator on <K^ is

AC) - A. , . (82b)

(The subscript c stands for composite system, since this is an

operator on the two-particle Hilbert space.) Similarly, a

measurement of \ using apparatus leads to an operator

A -HfcA+A&f:, (83c)
Cl \ 1 1-1

on £-1^ . We wish to consider all observables in the algebra
generated by operators of the form ACI , . Multiplying, one

gets

ft= Ac,flct -- A,®Aa +

and the algebra consists of operators foimed by taking linear

combinations of operators of this form. The numbers having physical

significance are the expectation values, and since these are linear

in the operator concerned, it suffices to consider the operator A.
~ T

Putting Aa. = kj'AI-j and dropping symbols, one can

calculate the expectation value

< T<t)|

.up-|W) >
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V \Aa4Q | s,i >"

fL

+ ^+| A^ <|/V f I XA <p> </ 4jW^ | sa S | *P-P" > ?' Jx- r-»_

- <'pl Aa 1 S,S, ( ■>x 7x TV

= I A, &AX ( 4 T+ ( *p-p°0> .

This result is certainly suggestive. Indeed, if we transform to

the 3-f --representation;

(Jr(f) >->& ^'(D- fx 6", g> vjr(h)

- ^ «©£ - (2©<) (g4)

A v-> A' - ft( g)fi^ ^ (85)

we find

< f'(ti I a' f (b> - fl1©flilivT+(*p-po~>

= <i TU)I A f <0>

as expected.

By now it should be clear that, mathematically, it is much

easier to work in M. £ than in . However, there is also
the question of the physical significance of vectors in the

Hilbert space •

Physical Significance

For two electrons, when one chooses the space of

antisymmetrised states such as in eq.(80), one is taking
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into account the fact that, in general, the (identical) electrons

arc indistinguishable. Now although two electrons are always

identical, yet in the present case where they are localised in

disjoint regions, they are no longer indistinguishable. It is

possible in effect to "label" each electron according to which

region, A, It) or A.(t) , it is to be found. Provided we restrict

ourselves to measuring observables that are sufficiently localised

in space to distinguish the two electrons (i.e. observables such

as A in eq.(85)), then we expect to be able to use wavefunctions

such as (k) in eq. (84). What I have done here is to provide a

mathematical procedure for doing this.

3.3 _M Pairs of Particles

For the sake of generality, consider M identical particles,

where M may be odd. For M particles localised (using LCEOs) in

fl disjoint regions of space (-b)

vyeayo-p'; I?=M ; ki= TO. f86)

for every "t ^ ^ = some interval of t , the relevant Hilbert

space is (cf. eq.(76a) for M = 2 )

(87a)

where

for all f? e

and 21 denotes a sum over all permutations TT of Tfl,.
rr

Also, define

- ( t,^®C) . (87b)
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Ev analogy with eqs.(77) define

•V : (88a)

uH': Kt '■ 5 ^ i i (ssb)

M M
(gP« '• S.^ ^ : M]Sf f ei<n> "'® fTf«> (88c>

where for all /? e ^(V.

llieorem 19
_l

For all "t 6 is unitary and UM is its inverse.

Proof of theorems 19 and 18

can be written

Ht= (E.K,) g)*-•• •
(lr>

If £ ^ is an orthonormal basis (ONB) for , for

each K € TfL , then

r 0"> ± o"> t t tt*") , , 0

7 e • &) e . 0 • ■■ <& € < : i i' .1, u 3n J' >

is an ONB for . Also

r to (t*l ->{ e ®>... S>e ; ; f ... { e N ?

is an ONB for . In order to prove theorem 19, it suffices

to prove three things:

(i) fl„ maps an ONB of V<, onto an ONB of H, ;M t: fc.

(ii) U^UM= ;

UMUM = •
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Those are proved as follows

Co ^ ± .r CO i~ jc - '^
to u„[ ■•■«> hM ]

I—r r -11+ (ir(,V) Ci
~ M [€,&>...®E ] . - X £ e. ®...©e.

JM/ TT Jtrfi-i J-

(t(MO

TCM)
CO

_ _ CM)

M

- c v (S> ••« <B> e .

J. 1

since £ e = S. <?'?' for all i'e M ; I? ^ 6: "flYl, .
K ) ftJt ■) J '

(ii) The linear span of the set

s=[ .. fk6 , be Tn.]
is dense in , so that the fact that U and CI are lineartr 7 MM

means that it suffices to consider only those <5* e ^ •

thf

~ P ~ (cf,®-•• as required.

(iii) Similarly, we may restrict attention to vectors of the

form •

^VC Of, S>... ®<PM)

- CP, <£>.-■ ® <p.^ as required.

This proves theorem 19. Theorem 18 is the special case for ^ = '1.
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For each value of time "fc in the interval 5" , one makes

the transformation

f f '= Mm J e

ft v-» a' - A UM

and this obviously preserves expectation values. It should be

noted that and in eqs.(87) depend on time via the time

dependence of £ ? given in eq.(73b). In order that

freely evolving wavepackets stay inside these localised Hilbert

spaces (where every state has compact support in position suace)

it is obviously necessary to use LCEOs to describe the evolutions.

Now let us turn to the case of N independent pairs of

particles. One may ask, what distinguishes this case from that

of any old collection of IbJ particles? The answer here is that

whereas an arbitrary collection of ^ particles can have a

wavefunct i on that is any vector in (or ), the

wavefunction for ^ independent pairs takes the special form

(in J-(4' );
¥'(«= f89a)

where for each r\ e $ .... \ , ? (V) is a two-particlec * ) j h

wavefunction

iyu e () ® l w,„) = uft;; . (89b)

jpor instance, to take the example of electron pairs as in §3.2,
if each pair is prepared in an identical manner, a time At after
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the previous pair, the wavefunction iii K ^ will be given by
eqs.(89) with

^»+"(!-)]i&Usf-p®*) ] (90b)
^*U<" p«M r

Since for any n,** , , the Ililbert spaces M± n and
are disjoint, (i.e. 1?^)£ arid e have disjoint
supports in configuration space) and since we are dealing only

with operators which preserve this property, therefore we are
., ?eu>

entitled to consider each separately, and in effect just

use one generic Hilbert space 3-41
Of course, this is what is done in any case in the usual

treatment of the problem; what I have done here is to provide

a mathematical justification of this previously ad hoc procedure.

This is desirable because it shows very clearly why the procedure

breaks down with the onset of chronological disordering. Clearly,

when eq. (86) (with Nl = lKl ) no longer holds, i.e. "t ^ "A , the

equivalence between and is destroyed, and one must use

the properly (anti-)symmetrised space . This corresponds to

the onset of chronological disordering.

4. Concluding Remarks

This chapter has been concerned with various aspects of the

quantum mechanics of pairs of particles, as arise for instance

in FT'R-type thought experiments. In §2 it was explained why, if

the observers are arbitrarily far away from the site of

preparation of correlated pairs, they cannot measure correlations,
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because they are no longer able to "pair off" their readings.

Estimates for the time "tr for distance ) needed -For

this chronological disordering to occur have been obtained for

sample wavefunctions (examples 2.2.1 and 2.2.2), and ~£r is

found to be dependent on r-CAt) ? the rate of production of

particle pairs. At first sight this dependence may seem puzzling,

since if we describe, as is usual, each pair of particles by a

two-particle wavefunction, then the relationship between

different pairs (as given by the quantity r ) cannot affect the

situation.

This is resolved by the analysis of $3, where it is shown

that for sufficiently large times, it is necessary to use the

full 2 tJ-particle wavefunction to describe the system; one must

do this when the wavefunctions of different pairs start to

overlap significantly. This of course corresponds to the start

of chronological disordering, and thus we see that trr and <^r
must depend on r - (At}"*1 .

In j?3, local comoving evolution operators (LCEOs) have been

used to give an exact, time-stable formulation of the approximate

procedure [5l] for justifying ignoring the Pauli principle for
a pair of spatially separated particles. This has been extended

to the case of hJ such pairs of particles, and the failure of

the procedure at large times has heen identified as being due

to the onset of chronological disordering.

In order that the equivalence of the 2N) -particle (anti-)

symmetrised representation <}-(. and the two-particle non-

symmetrised representation should hold for each time
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in some interval 3" ^ lR , it is necessary to use some form

of local evolution, such as that provided by LCEOs. This, then,

is a strong argument in favour of using LCEOs to describe the

evolution of free quantum particles.
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*VII. Generalised Locnl Obseivables

1. Generalised Localisation Using Projectors

This short chapter, which may be omitted at a first reading,
y

serves to point out that localising isometri.es can be generalised

to isometries which localise in variables other than position. In

this section, Wan and McLean's discussion [2,42] of generalised
localisation using projection-valued measures (PVMs) is briefly

reviewed, and the use of generalised localising isometries instead

of PYMs is presented in §2.
The procedure used in refs. 2 and 42 to render bounded

observables local "in the generalised sense" is directly analogous

to that described in fl.2.1 (see also [l]) for localising bounded

observables in configuration space. For a quantum system with

configuration space fkj and Hilbert space <K = L?"(lR ) , one

chooses a spectral measure [8, p231^

£ : (POO : 8 •-» E(8),

that asigns to each Eorel set B of K a projection , and
(? I?

is such that E" 0^ ) ~ 3L t the identity on ^ . For each ),
the bounded Borel sets of ^ , one considers operators of the

form

A - fc( S) ft b(B) ,
D ? (91)

where € $( Vt) . One can then define algebras

A (E)= A + C t
T L
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and (£), the closures of (€) arid M (G) in theL J- u X

uniform topology.

If E is a compact spectral measure (i.e. E(B)~ for
b

some 6 s S.(iPv ) )} then JL^ J$u(€) , and it follows that

A.(E) = (£") * ,

(E) - (E) and jA (£) - J4-T- (£) .
u L J-

Conversely, if any of these equalities holds, then so do all the

others, and E is compact [2, theorem 3.2].
On the other hand, it may he that E is not compact, as for

instance if E is the joint spectral measure of k unbounded

operators, fxamples (for n= k = 3 ) are E~ E^i-\ ' , the
— /. A

spectral measure of position, and E - fc ( [> -} ■ ) f the spectral

measure of momentum. Using the first corresponds, via eq.(91),

to the localisation procedure for bounded observables in §1.2.1
and [l] , while in the second example,

A = t(p; g)fjt( r ; B) (92)
r-* r~

represents a localisation of the operator A in momentum space.

As explained in [2, p2542], physically this corresponds to the

situation where a device for measuring the observable A is not

sensitive to states with momentum outside the range 6 .

As was the case in §1.2.1, the procedure in

eq.(91) is not satisfactory if A is unbounded: it does not in

general preserve self-adjointness. In ihe next section, analogues

of the localising .isometries of chapters I-IV are used to provide

generalised localisations of any observable, bounded or unbounded.
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2. Generalised Localisation Using Isometries

In this section, the localisation of any observable ft on

l2(ir ') in the spectrum of fc commuting self-adjoint operators

is illustrated by means of two examples: localisation in momentum

P C fe s 3 ), and localisation in energ)' (for the free case)
0 ^ TL

VI = P ( fc-l ). This is achieved by using the unitary spectral

transformations [l8, pl7()] onto the spectral representation spaces

[8, p313] of p and H respectively.

2.1 Localisation in Momentum

The spectral transformation for momentum is simply the

Fourier-Plancherel transform ^ [8, p216]
/IT

(93)(^Hr)(p)= r({>)= d\ e " ^(y)

clearly, one has

("3 f f)Cp) = P ,
r* ***

r^*

so that vectors expressed in terms of are indeed
A

in the spectral representation space of P . Suppose one wishes

to localise in a bounded region '\c ^ of momentum space, and

one has chosen a region A 0 ^ A , which may be arbitrarily close

to A , as in chapters I-IV. Let } A he any of the regions

considered in £lV.l, and let L be the corresponding localising

isometry in configuration space. An isometry which localises in

A in momentum space may be defined as

Up, = T* LT- (94)

Using the relation - b(piA') , one easily verifies
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the following properties;

LJ, L(f, - T'LH-T'LT - ;

U,., L(p, = 1

= T' = E"(p -,M ■,

e (p L,p, = y'eic,MI. I-'li = r'£■«!<; wi-'a-
= V'lI = L,w ;

so that L(^ is indeed an isometry with range E( , i.e.
any ^ = obeys ECP'>\) frf-

It is now clear that for any observable A on

^~tp> ^ (95)

is an observable which is local in momentum; it may be used to

describe a measurement of n using apparatus that is not sensitive

tc states with momentum outside the range A .

Note that we can also obtain localisation in momentum space

directly by introducing localising functions ye of momentum,

and proceeding via cr(f>) exactly as in chapter IV.

2,2 Localisation in Kinetic Energy

It is obviously straightforward to localise observables in

the spectrum of H by using the isometries above, with

A0~{*: and as in flV.1.3. The operator

A(p) (eq.(95)) then describes the measurement of A using
apparatus insensitive to particles of energy greater than K .
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However, as an example of the general method for localisation in

the continuous spectrum of any observable, let us use the spectral

transformation 1io defined in [l8, pl70j. Let lYs*} denote the
2.

Hilbert space of functions on the unit 2-sphere S which are

square-integrable with respect to Lebesgue measure on 5 . For

each X £(0,^) let ^ ) . If in addition

where II"Ho is the norm on lYS ), then we say that

f * L*( i°,*);Lhs1)).
Hie norm |M)0 may be written

= I
where is a variable on S .

lliis construction has in effect separated the radial and

angular parts of lYfK3) ; X represents (radius)Y while y is
l/t

the direction. By writing f - X , and noting that

= iOk""<n «t"S?

it is easily shown jj.3, pl70] that 2A, defined by

I'M..40. (*=>> =
A "*

is a unitary operator from L (R ) to L (f0^, L ^ )) which

diagonalises H ;

[w„ = j , j*- L°(0^)>
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and Is therefore the spectral transformation of H . (Here,

units with 1m- 1 are used.) If L is the localising isometry

on defined by

(see §IV.1.3, p69), then

'-(H0) ~ U-o L- ^-0
is an isometry which localises in the range of the energy

. 0 a
H - B . The operator

t

^(H°) ~ ^(He) ^ ^H°)
o

is then an operator which is local in the spectrum of H .

3. Conclusion

By generalising localisation to a spectral representation

space we have arrived at a situation in which any pair of (possibly

incompatible) observables can be simultaneously measured. That is,

we may localise an observable A, in some interval subset A-(*,k)
of the spectrum of f\% , using a generalised localising isometry

L-t with range E(\', , so that the operator

£ ( ■ A)

represents a measurement of (A^) using apparatus sensitive

only to particles with values of in the range A .

Note however that the comments in §1.3.3 on pi8, concerning

the uncertainty principle, still apply in this case. If A, and

are incompatible, then they do not commute, and therefore
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some kind of uncertainty relation between them will hold. In this

case, we must ensure that A and A are sufficiently large so

that they satisfy this relation; otherwise, the restriction of AL
to the range A will disrupt the measurement of A so much as

to render it meaningless. This corresponds physically to using

unsatisfactory apparatus to measure A, .
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VIII. 'Ihe Localisation Problem in Pelativistic Quantum Mechanics

1. Introduction

The problem of giving a satisfactory description of the

position of a spinless, massive relativistic particle has received

much attention over the years. One approach is to attempt to define
A C ^ -f i ■» T

three mutually commuting self-adjoint operators x - 1 * :

which may be interpreted as position operators, and transform to
A

the spectral representation space of x , in order to get a
1.

probability density . The corresponding spectral measure

£(*,&) , R>ciR would then represent a localisation to the region
5 . Newton and Wigner [bO'J defined such operators: they demanded

that they should be covariant under the Euclidean group of
.A

rotations and space translations, and found a unique operator
/\

However, does not behave covariantly under lorentz boosts;

this means that it is impossible to define a relativistically

covariant position operator in the way they suggested.

This does not rule out the possibility of defining a covariant

current (efkO, j(w), such that fix) is the

probability density in position space. In order that probability

be conserved, one then requires that the continuity equation

+ y. 3 = ° (96)

be satisfied. One such current [oi,p55; 62^ is
>

= i* V Cy.) (97)
m C

where f'V = V* h" " 3"+3 t , ^
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mid with Vv ' ',-0 •
The fact that y6<) is a scalar solution of the Klein-Gordon

equation (KGE)

L + LtT ' * ° '' C98)

means that 5 is covariant and conserved. However, the zero-

component of this current is not positive-definite, even if one

restricts oneself to positive energy solutions ^ of the KGE

\62,63J. Therefore the corresponding "probabilities"

PCm = J
6

may be negative for some choices of region $ , which is clearly

unsatisfactory.

It is possible to modify 5 + (>o in various ways so as to give
AJ

positive-definite zero-components. Examples are S+ 00 defined in

[64] and [65, pill] defined in the context of the stochastic
quantum mechanics of Prugovecki and others [65,66 and refs.

therein]). It was shown in [67] that these currents, because they
are covariant and conserved, with positive-definite densities,

are causal in the sense that for any region VclR

J <?/. \°(^^) ^ I d3*. \° (ca + -c)t £ ) (99)
V \|+ct

, r^J

for ) - S+ or I ^ , where
V f c x - ^ ^ ^ 1 I v ~ y I J

is the region consisting of points that are at most a distance cr

away from some point in V .
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However, such a current cannot be localised, i.e. for each t

there can be no bounded region Vci£ such that

This goes against the experimental intuition that if one prepares

a particle using apparatus of finite spatial extent V , then the

particle is sure to be found there. It should be noted that even

though it may be possible for the wavefunction y T to have

compact support in y for some value of t , the positive-definite

currents such as ^ 00 and (x) are related in a non-local

way to . Whereas the argument X of some such current may
r- 0 0

represent position, in the sense that 5 .Cxi (or '1 (x) ) is the
-r

probability density, the argument x in <pCx) is not related in

any simple way to the notion of particle position.

Indeed, it turns out that 3^ and cannot even have
exponentially bounded tails in the sense of [68], i.e.

^ f^*0 ^ e x (100)R \Br

(where is an open ball of radius r- centred at the origin)
cannot hold for all v- for any positive constants K, ,

In £^2-4 of this chapter, these previous attempts to describe

the position of a relativist.ic particle are described in more

detail, and in ^5 the requirements on a probability current are

summarised. Then, in chapter IX, a method of constructing currents

which satisfy these requirements is given, using methods similar

to those of localising isometries in the non-relativistic theory.
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2. 'Hie Newton-Wigner Position Operator

The positive energy states of a relativistic spinless

particle of rest mass m">o may be described using the Hilbert

S]iace M.- L CV^) 0f functions <p'k) on the positive energy

hyperboloid ;

A = [ k : A = .V k°>oj (101)

which are square-integrable with respect to the Lorentz invariant

measure

ASi O "> » 5 (it^nc*) (102)
^ ~~7T~C°2.k

(Negative energy states are excluded, since they represent anti-

particles, and only single-particle systems are considered here.)

k- \ k ^ •' Vl denotes a 4-vector, with inner product

A first guess at a position operator on Art might be 2= h
-

J : i vl However, this is not symmetric on VL [61, p60] ;

<.£1 S £-> = ?dO

= W I[-* ** * ^jjJVPoo* 1
I A rs)

± ^ vV \ q> > .
r—

A

Taking the symmetric part of £ , we get the Newton-Wigner (NW)
position operator [60]

s\

N
x - ;t », - t >• * - . (io3i

(fe0)'
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One can then transform to the spectral representation space of

Cm. i>62l;
\ k ■ y< J h

. i "1. '"o . I \

(104)fNv>(>0 -n^)"Vx\ c(Jh^(k ) c 1 ^ ^'(le)

(here X - X "(*..*) is a 4-vector) and interpret

Cnv/*1 = 1 «P,w^l" (105)

as the probability density.

P U ^ - S f C8) (106)jaw ^ hJv4

is then the probability of finding the particle in the region
B "S lR at time "t - x°/c- .

It turns out that is the unique position operator on &L
that is covariant under the three-dimensional Euclidean group ^ •

This result was placed on a sound mathematical footing by

Wightman [69], who took as his axioms that there be a spectral

measure E() on the Borel sets of R , such that ^M3 /

is the probability of finding a particle whose state is^e^. in
the region B , and such that

(107)

where is the set obtained from B by carrying out the

rotation and then the translation ^ € R , and U(i;R}
is the unitary operator which rotates wave-Functions by R and

translates them by <\ . Together with certain regularity

assumptions, these axioms imply that t is the spectral measure

of x ^ f and hence that
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4cf | ETC Is") ?> =" P. CB)1 1 NVvJ

„ ~ A
for each IS , cf . However, is not relativistically covariant,

i.e. eq.(107) cannot be extended to include Lorentz boosts. In

the words of NW [60, p403"], "a state which is localised at the

origin in one coordinate system, is not localised in a moving
A

coordinate system... Hence our operators (*,jw ) have no simple

covariant meaning under reiativistic transformations."

Another drawback of the NW position operator is that a

particle which is initially localised in a bounded region 13
will have a non-zero probability of being found outside the future

light cone of B at all subsequent times [70], that is, inequality

(99) is violated if the integral on the left hand side is equal

to 1 . This violation of causality is a consequence of Hegerfeldt's

theorem [31,32] on acausal spreading in relativistic quantum

mechanics (see also [71,72]). The question of causality will be

discussed in more detail in ^4.3 and 5.4.

3. The Standard Klein-Gordon Current

Hie discussion of the previous section shows that it is
A

impossible to define covariant self-adjoint position operators £

(or equivalently projection valued measures £(*) ). Instead, one

may attempt to define a covariant current for Klein-Gordon

particles which is conserved as a consequence of the Klein-Gordon

equation (KGE). For any e , one defines a scalar 1

wavefunction ']rC*) ;

Tck> (io8)
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which obeys the KGE, eq.(98), and from it one constructs a current

[61,p55; 62]

SK(x)= tk vjr (K) ^ ^U) (log)

The fact that is a scalar, i.e. ^ transforms as

vK"(x) »-e> ^ (V) = s'r (*) > •*' ^ xV ■+ a ^
r . M

under 4-translations <x and Lorentz transformations A v , implies

that S+ is covariant ;

E / M > K* ^ I IA KAV
S+ (xl s + (*> = A v , * - A vx *-»■ . (no)

The covariant way of writing the probability

P(£)~ S* Cx) (111a)
B r- +

is

5s^ws(m (mb)

where cfcr^tx) is the future-pointing (cX<s"e^>o ) 4-vector normal
to the space-like hyperplane (SLHP) «--? x: and 15 is a

M

subset of <r~ . The covariance of in eq.(llO) therefore ensures

that the probability P(B) in eqs.(lll) is a scalar, independent

of the Lorentz frame in which it is measured. (A more detailed

discussion of covariance will be given in §5.1.)
Eqs.(109) and. (98) imply that 5 0 , and therefore that

S+ is conserved. (Actually, the condition 3 jlsO is slightly
stronger than the sufficient condition for a current j to be
conserved; see ^5.3.) However, as pointed out in fl, S°(x) is not
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positive definite [62]. Indeed Gerlach et al [62, p403] showed
that, according to the choice of (x) can

(i) be negative in an arbitrarily large region of space for each

finite time interval, and

(ii) tale an arbitrarily large negative value for a fixed space-

time point, even though one always has 1 •

These results effectively rule out the possibility that S^
can describe the position of a relativistic particle.

4. Modified Klein-Gordon Currents

4.1 The Current of Gerlach et al

By making use of eq.(108), one can write the standard Klein-

Gordon current in the form

i ' ~ i t(ltVl-x/fc"
sM(x> = (7tvtO~5 J V (k)«V(lc)e fltWcm)
+ v^xv+„

We have seen in ^3 that s[ O) is not positive definite. Gerlach
et al [64] sought to modify the expression (112) so that s°Cx)^o
for any X , in such a May that one wouid still have a current

satisfying eq.(96). Their new current is of the form

(ZirW'J (113)
»V>

where ) is some suitably chosen function. It was shown in

[64] that choosing * as

V ; (114)( k■ k 4-c*~ I
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leads to a current satisfying and 3 - ° .

In addition, it was shown in [67] that is also causal

in the sense of eq.(99), and indeed that any positive definite

current satisfying 0 must be causal. This result is

important in what follows, and therefore it is stated and proved

as theorem 20 below.

Lemma 8

|A ^
A 4-vector a obeys a >,0 in all frames related by Lorentz

transformations if and only if <*° I a I .

Proof

(i) Assume that a° >/M I in one particular frame. Then under any

Lorentz boost with velocity )t ,| < C , the new value of the

zero-component will be

a'o = („"+ *•*/<:)
_ ^ =

>,Yv ( '?' ) >s0 .

' O

(ii) Nov/ assume that a ?,o in all frames, i.e. that

a + -' - •> o for all v £ & with I v I < c •
c

Choosing v = - Q- for any t > o gives
ifUU+O

- I? 1 > o ^or C o
i +£

c\ 0 I I
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Note that the condition <x ~?, 15.1 is equivalent to the

condition that « be non-spacelike and future-pointing (NSFP),
fA 0

i.e. and * . Lemma 8 then states that a 4-vector
r

has <\~?/0 in all frames if and only if it is NSFP.

Theorem 20 [67, p586]
' |a

If a 4-vector current y (*) satisfies

(i) 2 ^60-0 for all , and (115a)

(ii) J°(x)>/0 for all "/■ ^ , and all Lorentz frames, (115b)

then it also satisfies

J dly. i°(ct^) -c $ a3* \°( dt+t), /)
vVcx

for any volume ^ Q fR3 } where ~C 2>o and

(116)

= 5 x & ft3 .* tiv&v • 1 ^ - v1 ^CT ? -

Proof

We wish to show that 'j'x) defined by

1(x) = \ a ^ y ^°(c(ttr^x) — j a X -j ( x )
Vict ^

is always non-negative for T ?y o . Differentiating j- with
respect t:o "t" gives

-f'(T) = ^ if j A"5! j6(t(k+t«\ x} - S ^3* j'fcftu), X )J
t-'fOf £ vtct+cf V4~CT

= i. £ ( j - ! 1 d"** j°(c( ill
jr-^o-V E L v+cx+ct vl+cr

+- j d?* f i°f clt+ftt), " J (t":+Tl £ )J I
Vfcr ~ J
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^(\/ +CTl V-i-CT

where "ciCV+e-c) is the boundary of Vfct } and <A is the

surface element on this boundary. Note that the taking of the

limit is justified by the smoothness and differentiability of

which are implicit in condition (i) of the theorem. Now

J by condition (i)
v-fcx ~

= - ^ clT i by the divergence theorem
«>(vicx)

^ ~ § I olA ! I j |
^Cv/txx) r~

and therefore

\ (-[.) ^ C S
><VtcO

O by condition (ii) and lemma 8.

Since -J?o) = 0 this implies that ° f°r -c. >,o . M

We have seen in this subsection that the current 5 (x) has

many desirable properties: it is covariant; it is NSFP, so that

it always gives rise to non-negative probabilities; it is

conserved; and it is causal in the sense of eq.(116). However,

as was pointed out in [64, p9] , S ^Cx") does not vanish at any
T

spacetime point * . This means that the integral on the left

hand side of eq.(116) is always strictly less than 1 for any

bounded region V ; in other words, a particle can never be
fA

localised in any bounded region, if we use "S + M to describe
its position. This result also follows from Hegerfeldt's theorem
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[31,32]. Indeed, from a later result of Hegerfeldt [_68l it follows

that [ 1- 1 * + oo \ can not even fall off exponentially for

large *" ( Ts^ is the ball Jx ). This drawback of non-

locality will be discussed in £4.3, since the stochastic quantum

mechanics current (>l) , which is described in £4.2, also

suffers from it.

4.2 'lhe Probability Current in Stochastic Quantum Mechanics

Prugovecki and his co-workers [65,66 and refs. thereinJ have
taken a different approach to the problems of relativistic

quantum mechanics. In their "stochastic quantum mechanics" (SQM)

a wavefunction on stochastic phase space is defined by
r - I A • k / tl

e ^(p-io ^(fo (H7)

where is the representative of the state in L(VJW) and q(p^)
is related to a vector ^.L by (65, p9o]

t|(vY>cW° ) =" r\ Ck) . (118)

Note that q is taken to be rotationally invariant, so that
U t

it depends on only one variable, since l?e . Qne also takes q

as real, so that the current [65, pill]

a ien?)
h ^ vv\

obeys eq.(115a) (see [65, pll2]). The factor 1 in eq.(119) is the
normalisation required to ensure that the total probability is 1 .

■ t* f
Combining eqs.(117) and (119) we find that ] can be written

•— r
in the form of eq.(l!3) with h given by
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frO(k')= c* V) . (120)
^v-y

f ^
This SQM current j (ojl shares many properties with the

current S. (x) . It is a 4-vector, it obeys eqs.(115a,b) and is
i~ y

therefore also causal in the sense of eq.(116), as a consequence

of theorem 20. As far as I know, this important result has not

been pointed out before; indeed in [73], Greenwood and Prugovecki

derived an upper bound on the acausal spreading of 3^ > an^
found an expression [73, p900, eq. (56)] identical to that found

by Ruijsenaars [70, plO, eq.(3.10)] for the acausal spreading of
the Newton-Wigner position. They attributed this to the fact that

the propagation of ^i.p) is governed by the Klein-Gordon equation.

Tlie fact that theorem 20 applies to 3^ means that the upper bound
is zero for 3^ , and there is no acausal spreading here.

However, cannot have compact support, i.e. the

probability

P( v) =- j 3 °^fcj)
cannot be equal to ]_ for any bounded region Vc . This means,

as with S £tx) , that j (^1 cannot describe a particle that is
localised in a bounded region of space. Indeed, for the same

reason as for , j cannot give rise to exponentially bounded
probabilities. This assertion is proved and its significance

discussed in the following subsection.
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4.3 Causality, Locality and Exponentially Bounded Tails

In order to make use of Hegerfeldt's results [31,32,68] on

acausal spreading, it is useful to express the probabilities
I .3» » p • ^

X 1 , where ) fx) is a current of the form (113), as
1 "t

expectation values on LC^) . One obtains

ftv, vjr) - 1 «*** ^ v|r J MCvi) ^ j (121a)

where M(v) is a positi\re bounded operator on with Uiotxbll £ 1

(i.e. i , since Axl-^o and I d^xiV)- ]_ ), defined by
rR* ~ J

-I f I? f . r. /I 'v )-x/t O , rvj /
(2-r.t) Jy JL ) (k-ftjle) e r (k ) »4r( k ). (121b)

Time- and space-translation operators are obviously given by
rj - fir ck(h ro ,

(Ut^-)(lc)^ e V (^ > (122a)

and

( Uft ~ e ' "F(^) (122b)

respectively, with [ Ut i | c 0 , Hegerfeldt et al [31,32,68] have
proved various results concerning acausal spreading of positive

operator valued measures (POVMs) such as that defined by eq.(121b).

In particular, they have shown that:

(i) If f (v) can describe a strictly localised particle, i.e. if
rsJ ^

there is a such that + )> ~X -Tor some bounded region V }

then causality must be violated;

(ii) If W) can describe a system that is localised "with

exponentially bounded tails" (see definition 8 below), then
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causality must be violated.

These results (which are stated precisely in definition 8 and

theorem 21 below) obviously mean that any causal current that can

be expressed in the form of eqs.(121) cannot describe a strictly

localised particle, nor can it describe one localised with

exponentially bounded tails; for a precise statement, see

corollary 3 below. In chapter IX, these apparent "no-go" theorems

of Hegerfeldt's on the impossibility of local causal currents will

be circumvented by defining a current that cannot be written in

the form of eqs.(121).

Definition 8 [68]

A particle is localised with exponentially bounded tails at

time t if the probability of finding it outside the ball r%
decreases at least exponentially for large * ;

HO < K, e~ x

for some positive constants !<£,, K depending on .

Tlieorem 21

Let b/(v) be a POVM of the form (121b), normalised to

IIN(|RJ)|| - 1 , with time- and space-translation operators given

by eqs. (122).

(a) [31, p3320; 32, p378, theorem 2.1 and remark (l)j Assume
'V

there is a state and bounded region V, such that

t +1 w(yp f> = 1.
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Then, for any t > o , there is no bounded region such that

(b) ("No holes") [32, p379, theorem 2.2] Assume there is a state

T" and open region V0 such tliat

^ 4MbK\0$"> = C.

Tlien for any open V c. \/o and any time interval (©,£") , there

is a "t ^ t) such that

<( $ I NK V') <V > ^ 0.

(c.) (Exponentially bounded tails) [68] Assume there is a state

and constants ,^z>0 such that

Then causality in the sense of eci.(116) is violated, i.e.

<5l»J(v)3>>^ <Ut^lMW+CT)Ut?> (123)

is violated, for al1 x > Q .

Corollary 3
* KA .

Consider a current ] (*> that may be written in the form
/v T* . v

of eq.(113), and is causal as in eq.(116). (Examples are s + <■* 5
* ^

and .) Corresponding to parts (a), (b) and (c) of theorem

21, the following statements hold.

(a) Ihere does not exist a time t such that has compact

support in * .
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(b) For any time "t £ IR,

SlTF j' (ct, *) = fR3 .

X
A.

(c) There are no positive constants K ,^( t) such that

J d1* put, *1 sc K €'^
ft'\6r

at large v , for fixed "t .

Proof

If y (x") can be written in the form of eq. (113), then the

probability

pcv, ¥") - j j°(*>
takes the form of eqs.(121), and the causality condition (116)

takes the form of eq.(123).

(a) Suppose there exists a time i_ such that has compact

support in x , i.e.

*) - \/
<

where V is some bounded set. Then eq.(121a) becomes

*)= <riN^)r"> = i.
V

But now causality, eq.(123), implies

4 ux tJ (d+cx)ar ?"> = 1
for all ~t >° , where of course \/^c1- is bounded: this

contradicts theorem 21 (a).
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(b) Suppose J vanishes for X t , i.e.

< M7" I i^OO Mr' > - 0 . (124)

Let \V# ? and choose C>0 small enough so that lR\W+ct)
. /

contains a non-empty open set V . Clearly

V' c |R3 \ (vl+cx ") cr Vo

for all "t (R.'O (see fig. 8). Eq. (124) implies that

<r"i > = 1

and therefore

< U tr I /d(v/ +cr) UL > = I
fc "fc

for all "t £ , by eq.(123). Hence

< i M(V') ut - o

for all 4. € (0J x) } which contradicts theorem 21(b). Therefore

eq.(124) must be false, and the assertion is proved.

(c) Similarly, assuming the result and taking account of the
I M

causality of J (*) produce a contradiction of theorem 21(c).
■

Remark

In physical language this theorem is quite simple. Eq.(116)

states that if ] (O, *1 is zero for then it must be zero

on the spacetime region

\ (ctt *) : t e (o^r) , x e V-c.t |
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Fig. 8

\fc\(V+c-c)

v - r\v

V c: l$ \(\/-fc-r) c; -jor *11 -t tCOj-c")
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(where

V -c.tr = te3 \ C &V. + )*> J 9

which is the trapezoidal spacetime region in fig. 8, which cannot

be reached from outside V/0 except by faster than light travel.

But theorem 21(b) states that must be non-zero somewhere in
, C>

this region. Hence j cannot vanish on any such region.
. p

It is now clear why 5 and must be spread over all space,

at airy given time. Corollary 3(b) applies to these currents, and

it states that

J eA X i (ct * ) h o i - s or 1
0

for any t , and any open region V/e . Not only can the integral

1 d3 x °

not take the value 1 on any bounded region \/ , but it is

necessary to have V- for this to be so. These currents

describe particles which are never localised in any bounded region,

and also are literally everywhere; the probability distribution
has "no holes". This is in direct conflict with the physical

intuition that if one prepares a particle using apparatus of

finite spatial extent Ac-^ , then the particle is certainly

inside A . in the same way, corollary 3(c) tells us the stronger
t

result that and cannot even give rise to exponentially

bounded probabilities.
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The otherremark to be made about corollary 3(c) is the

following. In [68] , Ilegerfeldt wonders whether his results can

be extended to other types of tails, e.g. power-like tails. While

the question of power-like tails themselves remains open, the

existence of causal currents such as and s+ means that his

analysis cannot be extended to tails with arbitrarily slow

decrease at large distances.

In conclusion, one sees that and S+ , despite their
many desirable properties, have the drawback that they cannot

describe particles that are strictly localised, or localised with

exponential tails. In the next section, the requirements on a

relativistic probability current are summarised, and in chapter

IX, currents satisfying these requirements are constructed.

5. The Requirements on a Relativistic Probability Current

5.1 Covariance

In $3 it was pointed out that a relativistic probability

current 3" must transform as a Lorentz 4-vector in order that

the probability

PC B) - I (12!

be a scalar, i.e. invariant under Lorentz transformations. Let

us now examine the physical reasons for this requirement in more

detail.

Consider two observers CP and , where O is moving at

a velocity V with respect to CP . Let us choose coordinates
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such that the constant-time spacelike hyperplanes (SLHPs) of (J

are the SLHPs

c; = { X ; X°=ct] . (126a)

In these coordinates we shall have

die- (*) - (d x ) 0 ) (126b)

and therefore the probability (125), with B some space region

at time t of & , B ^ , becomes

P(B) - 1 ) . (127)
xt 8

/ /
If however observer & , with constant-time SLIIPs wishes

to make a measurement of the particle's position at time f , then
/

do- U) cannot be written in the simple form (126b), and one must

use the general expression, eq.(125)

P(B ) - J" do-'(xl Tr(x) s's cr _ (128)
xtB' r

This situation is illustrated in fig. 9. But we now have the
/

A
option of using new coordinates * = Av * , such that

-L

so that

<*■', = [ x' : x' ci'j (129a)

= ( c\Y
, 0) = ^ . (129b)

i (A ' i
In the coordinates V. , ~X U) will transform to some "J <• * ) ,

and the probability for detection in £' will become (see fig. 10)
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Fig. 10 .to

V
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p'(u') = J JV t'° ct', *') .
, , - - - (130)x'e g'

Tr
If eq.(130) is to coincide with eq. (128), d (x) must transform

as a 4-vector;
V

j'Vx) \—> "= /\r . (131)

/

In summary, one requires that the observations by 4? can
/

be described by the theory, and that by a suitable change x»-*x

of coordinates, these observations may be placed on the same

footing as those by O . This leads to the requirement (131) of

covariance for the current T ItO.

5,2 Positive Definiteness

For the probabilities (127), (130) to be non-negative for
it

any regions and o £ o- . , it is necessary for the current
~T ^J to have a non-negative zero-component in all such frames,

i.e. 3" for all x , T (xb^o for an x' } for }

where x = Av * .

To put j t another way, the quantities

<A<s~ (x) T^*) ai,d Cx)
r

must always be non-negative. Now as y takes all values in its

range '• < c.} , the vector de/(x) can have any timelike

future-pointing direction. If is always to be non-
JA

negative, J must be non-spacelike and future-pointing (NSFP).

This is then the physical meaning of lemma 8.
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5.3 Conservation

It is obviously necessary that the probability of finding

a particle somewhere in (K must be equal to one. For observer 0
this means that

P (V ") = J c*cr O) ~ 1-fe ir h
-t

for each , and for (2

J, 1

for each -t e . The conservation requirement is therefore

f ^
J CX) T (X) = 1 for any SLHP . (132)
<T~ '

-rr
If one assumes that J is differentiable everywhere, then (see

e.g. [61, p58]) the condition

for all x (133)

implies eq.(132). Furthermore, condition (132) holds for all

spacelike hvnersurfaces <s* if and only if eq.(133) holds. Eq.(133),

with its implicit assumption of differentiability, is therefore

slightly stronger than the conservation requirement (132).

However, it should be noted that eq.(133) is often referred to

as a "conservation equation" in the literature.

5.4 Locality and Causality

In order that particles have zero probability of travelling

faster than light, one imposes the requirement (116) on 3 , or,

in covariant form
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i <*<rC*)T (x) ^ 5 <*"> for all ~c >o (134)
ft r *4<»™«UX

where { ^ beiR} ps any set of parallel SLHPs, B £ ^ , and

£„<»>= ^8 £ x'e M«-: <--*'-*? (135)

is the causal future light cone of the set B ^ (see fig. 11).

We have seen in f4 that it is possible to construct currents

S
+ (x) and J0<) that are covariant, NSFP, conserved and causal,

but corollary 3 tells us that these currents have undesirable

non-locality properties, i.e. they cannot describe particles

localised in a bounded region of space, or even those localised

with exponentially bounded tails. Suppose however that one creates

a particle in some hounded region -St , at a time -6=0 (i.e.

_D_ <= cr = [ x: * -o] in some coordinate system x ). One requires
that

P(Jh) - i - 1 . (136)

If we consider only times iz >/ O y the causality requirement (134)

implies that

j d<r CxU C*> = 1 for all fc > o
£+CJi)r\ <r_

(137)

and therefore

f J
x (138)

„ . f*
where 7T (cf, = 0 for times "t ^ 0 before the particle has been

created.
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i M

It is clearly necessary to modify 3 or J in some way in

order to get a local current "J* ; this is done in chapter IX. The

conservation requirement compatible with eq.(138) is

J .* (139a)
<T

for any SHIP <r such that

a- O (139b)

where iC C-nJ) is the past light cone of -tc ;

sl) - u ; (/->0 o ^
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IX. Localised Relativistic Probability Currents

1. Definition of the Current
LA

In order to construct a current 3 (>0 which satisfies the

requirements of $VIII.5, let us assume that a current is

given, which is:

(a) Covariant;

\ ^(y'> = ; (140a)

(b) Non-spacelike future pointing (NSFP);

ifV>» , j*»° (140b)
(c) Differentiable and conserved on spacelike hypersur-faces

(SLHSs);

(d) Causal;

J d3/ j (ct,&) J eft j°(c(C + r)^ -f) . (140d)
v v-t-cx

Such currents exist, e.g. S+ or o^§VTII.4. We shall
% A*

modify the current J using methods similar to those of
f*

localising isometries in part A, so as to yield a current 3 Cx)

that satisfies eqs.(140a,b,d) and is also

(e) Local;

(y) - (-A-") (140e)
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(c') Conserved on spacelike hyperplanes (SIlIPs):

\ T^(xl = 1 for all SLHPs «• such that *■ r\-£ (si\-#> (140cf)

For simplicity, choose A to be a ball at b - o :

J1 = {* : x°-o , |x!<£j. (141a)

In other words, an experimenter in a Iorentz frame x whose

equal-time SLHPs coincide with 1 X •' *°= ton$f. 1 uses apparatus

of spatial extent fL to prepare a particle at time t = - °-

Also, let us choose another ball inside JI. ;

SLo = ; * ; = 0 , I X | ^ \ ,?„<£, (141b)

where may be arbitrarily close to .

The mathematical machinery for constructing ~5 from J

requires the following definitions.

ob

Let A: (-oo^k1)-^ [0,°°) be a real C function such that

k(o =0 ( r-e (142a)

dkM >0 r € ( £0> (142b)
d<"

co g\S v —=5 (3 (142c)

Now define a 4-vector field 5 on (JT-3 by

Sr(x) = (1>x/ixi^ (143a)

crThat is, on a coordinate transformation x ^ x , ^ transforms

as

£""(*'> = A.^ v- 5V (x) ; (143b)



Of course, the new functions <=> will not have the same simple

form as eq.(143a). Define a map ^ of into itself

w : £+C-<T-) -*> L)

p
by mapping a point y with coordinate values y to a point x = >j(y)
with coordinate values

xr = = 7^ +■ {y) (144)

in the Lorentz frame of the experimenter.

Lemma 9

The map ^ possesses the following properties.

(a) \*j[y) — y for all
LA

(b) x - w(y) lies on the future light cone of y , i.e.

7 O O /->

(y-yl - ° and y ~ 7 >/ o .

(c) The range of w is the causal future cone of w(dT.) f i-e>

w( g+CJU) - ^+(w(JD) (Z+(SL)

(see fig. 12).

(d) w is bijective from £+Gonto , with inverse

_i p p p M
w '■ x y ■=■/■- o (x) .

(e) If y are spacelike separated, then so are x,(y(i
and x r ^ (y ) , i.e.a ' 7- 7

< 0 ^ < O .
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o

/f *
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Cf) For any SLHS <*", such that <r, ^ (26} there is a

SLHS ^ <=" such that

w( «r, n £^(JO) =

(see fig. 13).

Proof

(a) y € £+ ( -Tlo ■) =S> WI-^°-£(?o =^> & ( W I -7°) = °

<5 =° ■= ^ .

.(b) (X'^f)V =• ^ - /I - 1 \ &" ^ 0 ;
V 777 '

* ~7 = ^ O , by eqs. (142a,b).

(c) The boundary 0f £^(w(jn) is obviously ,

and also "}(w( (see ftp. 12), so that therefore

w( £+(jr)) = 0+(^/(Jt-))

(d) The map ^ in eq.(144) may be written (using eq.(143a)) as

w ; f 1° >—* *° - ^( W I -1°) ? (145a)

(\vjl v-^» |y t = (145b)

where

vj=(v/,<f) and in spherical polars (145c)

i.e. 1 and £ have the same direction, and
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,o i . i ©
IX! -* =W'~V • (146)

Now given any * e w(jf+(A)) with , one gets

w~' (xi = f*°- ac iyi-x°)

fX I - A ( IV/ - y°)

- A( IX I - %°)

1^1 + - ACixi -A
= ^ using eq.(146).

(e)(y,-Vl -- C^V-< i,l"-
(where c^s ^ - X, • X-. )

+ ^ t + A, ] L'U + J eos o(.

(where A;=A(iw./-y?) , j = l, )J r«. J J

= 'ij-lj" - -O^i-^pA-ap
- 1 [ ,/ + H J A, -+ At Aj( I - C erj oi )
0

, because

< O by supposition,

( f ) ( A^,) - by eqs. (142a,b), and

the third term is ^0 because A^O and I - c°5 X <? O .
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(f) Part (e) guarantees that O ~£+(.A)) sonie subset o-f

a SLHS. The requirement -> <*> as f-*> cO ensures that

w(r, n is indeed an unbounded hypersurf"ace fsee rip, ]3)

This completes the proof of lemma 9. M

_ fji
Part (d) of lemma 9 implies that ^y /^xv is a well defined

function of y ;

r ^

x - ^/y)
In fact defines a tensor at the point y since y , *
are vectors. The Jacobian

«Hx)
_ f w(v^) ^ 'y 0

is a scalar function of y defined on since

= «M/ VA ) = f 2*° )
>t^') I / > 3yf

- oUA {/\r x ") dA ( ) cUb C^J*? \1 y>'
11 •

The characteristic function (Jt:> ;

X- (*) = U . tjsv)A A )

, X<£ e+CJT^

defined on the entire spacetime M is also a scalar -Function.

Now define a tensor ^v at each point y of H by
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^
I v=w(V5. (147)

On a coordinate transformation we have

\ rv^ ^ \11 v W> ~ ^ > i =Ai- (iiR)

Finally, given a 4-vector current J > define

, X-w(v|) . (149)

2. Properties of the Current
p

In order to prove theorem 22 below, on the properties of J (y),

we need the following two lemmas.

Lemma 10

Let x=w(y) be given by eqs.(145). Then

(a)
N O

^x*
= 1 +•A

(b)
5x°

J? '
= 1 A

H i

(c)
. ^L° ■

^x ^
= -j_i 6

(d)
>x">

. Sk {V/ +
j X| y i

where J>=" 7; 1 and A =

k

w r

ji A>( Hi-7°) = - -if-
2 If I "

Proof

= (/- /A) - I + (we -v°)(a) s;- v
k, H,

(b) Eq. (145c) implies that 17^, ~ * , and therefore
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liK = 2. / £ = a.1* a - a) A'
3/° ^ " l£» ^ol " wi

Lemma 11

Let cr be any SLHS and let ^ (-"*") be a 4-vector field
_ fA _ — P

which is continuous in a neighbourhood of . If * - * U) are

(in general) curvilinear coordinates such that

<r - ^ V : = 0 3

then the integral V may be written

I = >Uvo J_ ( V^Cx)
^ ^

W
c

where "W" is the wafer

V7 = \ X : O < x°<^? e>o -

Proof

4^ /-w ^
Let <r be a subset of a SLOP <r and let be the

corresponding wafer, i.e.

a-* c o- - I * : o^

\rJ* = $ * : 0 < A°< S. ? ( O, €■ J .
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_ fA _ . ^ ^
Here * -A vx +<\ for some Lorentz transform /\„ and 4-vector
r

a
, and therefore

= A and
_

r
^-Oo

Also

J cA S1 C*~) = J c\2 x~ \J (x ")
<?"* ^ xc<x*

(where ^ (•* ^ ~ ^ v V 60 )

A°rvT*)
- -U- i \E ^ I5' ^>0
= ^ M a4-/ n° v'i«)

£~*° W*

= X(v/V^ ]_ ^ ^4" y ^_5.° X/^CX)1 w*
E

Now any SLHS <r can be approximated by a union of SLHP subsets
cr *

, and therefore the integral -i^ in the lemma may be
r pi

approximated by a sum of integrals . The fact that V (x) is

continuous in a neighbourhood of <r- means that in the limit

/ *<riACX)\/r(x)= Xi'w ^ [ a4/ Si" v/(x) ■r
Z-^O fc Vj"E ^

Theorem 22
, m ^

Let J obey eqs.(140a-d). Then 3 (y) given by eq.(149)
satisfies the requirements (140a,b,c',d,e) for a relativistic
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probability current, and in addition

(-f) ~ 3 r(y) if y & g4 (si0^ nso)

Proof

(a) 3-nvW'rv(f j '>V»)
" A/»f ff b> j'T by eqs. (148,14.'5b, 144)

= A f x 3 (>0 by eq. fl40a) for

^ -x i f (y) s:ince A v ^ x ~ ^ x

c A'* ^ T^y) as required.

(b) The quantity

"x.. v

W> [34l & V.» r'"J
is non-nepative if and only if

PV ^ ^)r j (x) j^Cx) 0 .

2 x

Usinp the results of lemma 10, we find that

liv *> /V -p _ y v k .■>* 3-/* ' J -L- ^>*v ^

[ 11 +-£,') p _ ^ ^ -l1
N, - * 1
A.

" [ !T i +1 /Ti \0-& -'-'/lit )]t
~ (XI \ | ij I a. / -J

i'r + 2 ^ *■ 3°" %'i^x4 (1 ~ 1~T ) Lj-j -(z-i)xl^ I XI1- ' " ~
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(after some rearrangement), where is a unit vector.

The second and third terms are obviously non-negative, and

therefore

K V> fafa>
jy r

AX

i.e. "J (w) is non-spacelike. Also, the zero-component

7 ' *1> J
is non-negative if and only if

"3 T 0 a v (x ) ^ O .•i v A ;

>VV J

But

^2 jv<:>0 = (ik ) -A H 3^^
hi " -

*o i f to .v-

j + Ml - e .] -)

> j°(X) since A'>/0 and j°^/j / ,
° as required.

Therefore ~S^ is NSFP.

(c') Let be any SLHP such that crO ^(A.) - ^ . As in the
proof of lemma 11, we may write

J N) =• ' J^ C->° £ v/j 7 '
_ M _ M

where ^ ~ y (^) are coordinates such that

<r" - i: i
= 0J
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and

VJ
£

= ? «j : 0 6 E I

Substituting for T and using the result of lemma 11, we find

that

1 I f ~>T 7r(M)
^

C-5o £ I 1 - -vt

€->o t lj 1 C+00 ' CT-. J . J

= L J d\*x ^ j (x)
£-^° n£//u) ^XV

= J
-v^On

. . A*

ao^(y)j (y)

where a1 = -w(er 0 £+(n.)) is a SLHS by lemma 9(f). This last integral
is equal to unity, as required, since d <r^(iO j'V) = 1 is

independent of SLHS a~ , and for the case er = $ * • y° ~°1 , it is

just the total probability of finding the particle somewhere at

time 't — o

(d) 3
r

J" (y) = ? x- y
My) ^

= ?(?> s \% (f i (*> I + Tr . CV f (x) <L ^ j
5^, *W ^ ^
D j (x) ^ JOO 2yr

>CV Txv
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if yd ^(jt)and y £ (JO , the boundary of ^(Sc). Now

>(1> a^vjvjvi^
« 5(*°,x', X1, xb _ ■Z(x°,lxt,e<p) 3(-7>i A?}
2«^j)e,<p) afV.u'A?)

r-

- i* iT s\*9 . ^ (x°3iv.\) 1r- J r*~»

a (y°jy<) wTsiVx<9-'J ' r~^

U I

I ^

since

3 ( X° IX / ) _-J ^ —

S^'yn
2. ( M% M
^y° '
3 U°+A)
227

2 (111 + 6")
2

_2_ (i^I + A )
STjl

i- a

a'

-A

I + A'

- 1

Hence

9fx) _ (yi'
2(^) tyi1

fv

and therefore

- c-ArV |vl 1

2.
^x°

2221 = -ifi-fi ^ 2 /-A ")
v T7» > Zx° { \V '

(151)

2 »*'. 202 A
hi |yi

-1 A 2A2
hi ac«p

(152)
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Also, usinp lemma 10,

— () = A )
^7r Uy" ' 5? ^ v i-/I

h(L)hi
^ a & //\hi

Furthermore

3_
o>y 1 1 m 3lf \ t 1 J

=
. H.1 M*2 2_(~-

hT ~\\\ >0j) 9 I* A ' ~v
= 2.3CJ2 ^ (k'-&/,*,)

^(>j) \^l'u
and

2
r

(153)

(154)

lyt* Uyi / 93-o Ci,f0+M4 'H + ^p-*'-!')]M*j | / L (£| i^fz i* i J

^ A" + Q /n 1 \ +
hi 9lj 1 M "i1

-jn
'1 ^ HI

iult
4-
va-6'-'%,)

+ lil* 2_, [ HOC I - 6'- l2
i jl ^ H

k '- m

In this expression, the various terms simplify as follows:

~nd .

2 term; i .pii
3^1Viii

= li 1 (1'
l^j | 1 V (-y. |

- (I -fa')
iyi.iyi I-TM'1-

7rd .3 term; 4rk [ N = 0aJ 11^7*
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4th term; 3. [ l-J £>' — "I'/nci")
V ~

= ~i- &" + f (1 +1>) _^ (t- A \
'v i? H rt jj i -^p- '2'

so that

Finally, for «j £ j£+(SlS)~ 2 (p^CSL) ,

Xj\)= ,vc« (**> ^f)

+ )<*>-[ l^S2 JL (A'-k)-^Sll 2-1 (&'-k\~
^ i<f|- '2' 3''-)) Tffi- '2' J

by eqs.(154,155)

= 0.

t* nIn the interior of fT+ (Jl) , T therefore satisfies 3^T ~ ^ •
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Hence theorem 20 applies, and 3 also satisfies eq.(140d) if

V H^CJV) - . If V touches , part (e) below
-r ^

guarantees that J is causal.

(e) The factor definition of J ^ implies

5upp TT^(y) ~ (-32-)
i.e. eq.(140e), as required.

(f) Finally, for ^ £ ^+(.SLas) ,

= ^ = 1 ' 3jl1 " 5 ^ and •

so that = for ^ e r+(JlQ). H

3. Discussion

In the preceding two sections, we have seen how to modify
' A*

a given covariant, positive definite, conserved causal current j
to obtain a current 3" which is strictly local, in the sense

that at any time it has compact support in position space. Since

is covariant, it is local in this sense in the frame of any

inertial observer, whose constant-time hyperplanes may be an

arbitrary set of parallel spacelike hyperplanes. This modification

allows us to circumvent the results of corollary 3(a,b) fool58,
• KA

159 above). Corollary 3 assumes that J can be written in the
form of eq.(113); the new 3^ cannot be written in this form,

and this is how the results of corollary 3, which follows from

Hegerfeldt's theorem, theorem 21, are avoided.
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If one tries to write in the form oT eq.(115), one

obtains

jT-y) = (2nV) 3^ ^ dJl^(k) dJl^(k )
vtx\l +W\ * ^

(156)

Because of the complicated dependence of this expression on ^ ,

spacetime translations are no longer effected by means of

eqs.(122), but have to be defined implicitly via eq.(156).

Under a coordinate transformation given by the 4-translation

7 ^ (—> y ' ^ ^4 ar, (157a)
—rJ transforms as

Tr(y) ^ - x'V/) , (157b)
~r A*

so that the current density J at some point in spacetime is

independent of the choice of coordinate origin, as it must be.
[A

The fact that translations must be effected using X directly

(not ^ or ^ ), is another indication of the fact that the

wavefunctions of eq. (104) or in eq.(108) have no

direct relation to the notion of particle position, as already

stressed on pl45.
• f*

As an example, let us consider the SQM current , given

in eq. (119). Using eq.(149) , we can write

jPy) = 4f"y1)i+ Zkv I ft "<•/>,/>) IX-AjfO (158)
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Again, it is clear that does not represent a position

probability amplitude. Nevertheless, it is possible to write down

the equation of motion for £>) . Using eq.(117), one obtains

(ax+« 0 59)

where C1K= ), and . in order to write this
in terms of the variable y , i.e.

*

(-) , \,j))+-(w(^),(7) =0
it is necessary to express Dx in terms of y , where w(y)= X .

This can be done, but the resulting expression is rather
t*

complicated. As before, we are led to use the current T in

preference to any wavefunction ^ , when describing the position
of the particle.

It is important to remember that any theory of single

particle relativistic quantum mechanics must be an approximation

to a full relativistic quantum field theory, that is applicable

when particle energies are not so high as to make non-conservation

of particle numbers significant. The local current T ,

constructed in flX.2, provides an alternative to existing
relativistic quantum mechanical currents, such as 5/ or ,L ,

which we have seen cannot be local (i.e. of compact support in * ).

Part of the motivation for defining a local current is that

if one prepares a particle in apparatus of size >A. , then one

wants a way of expressing mathematically the physical intuition

that the particle must certainly be in the region JL . This
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reasoning can be generalised if one assumes that causality is

never violated. Suppose an experimenter prepares a particle in

a bounded volume V in a finite time interval -t 6 (""T> °) , f ~c > o ).

If an observation of the particle's position at time t - 0 is

made, then the particle will be found with probability one in the

region V+Ct . in the definition of ~J one would then take

JT_~ \/ + c~c , and again one sees that it is physically desirable

to have a mathematical description of a causal, strictly localised

particle.

Another argument in favour of using d > with its
O .

compact support in space d at any fixed time j /c > is that it

may be mathematically more convenient than non-local currents

(e.g. or j ^ ). This might arise in a similar way to the
example discussed in ^VI.3, where the approximate arguments of

Herbut and Vujicic |5l3 concerning the "inoperativeness of the

Pauli principle" were both put on a sound mathematical basis and

generalised.
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Conclusions and Prospects

In this thesis, various problems of locality in non-

relativistic and relativistic quantum mechanics have been

investigated. In standard non-relativistic quantum theory, one

has a situation where observables are represented by global self-

adjoint operators, which act on wavefunctions that are spread out

over all space, because of the global nature of the usual group

of unitary evolution operators. Althouph this standard picture

of delocalised particles is well established, it roes against

physical intuition: if a measurement is made usinp apparatus of

finite size A , then one expects to be able to describe it usinp

an operator that does not affect particles outside A ; and if

a particle is prepared in a repion A ? one would like its

wavefunction still to be zero "the other side of the palaxy" an

instant later.

By making use of localising isometries to localise

observables (chapter I) and evolutions (chapters II and III),

these counter-intuitive features of the standard theory have been

eliminated, without affecting the good agreement between standard

quantum mechanics and experiment. It has been argued in this

thesis that the global nature (delocalised wavefunctions, global

observables) of the standard theory is a mathematical artifact

of the formalism, without any direct experimental justification,

and that it is desirable to try to eliminate this artifact. This

has been achieved in this thesis by defining the local alternative

presented above; in particular, the mere fact that it has proved

possible to construct such an alternative means that one is not
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inevitably mathematically constrained to using (artificial)

global objects in the theory, as may have been previously thought.

In addition, the local formulation has, in chanter VI, proved

mathematically convenient when it comes to describing particles

that are well separated.

In part B of the thesis, the problem of describing the

position of a relativistic massive spinless particle has been

reviewed. Here, the situation is more complicated than in the

non-relativistic case. Because it is impossible to define a fully

covariant position operator, it is necessary to work with

probability current densities, rather than with position space

wavefunctions. These currents must be covariant, conserved,

causal and give rise to positive probabilities. However, a large

class of such currents must be non-local in the sense that they

can never describe a particle which is strictly localised in a

bounded region of space, and so the objections to non-locality

in the standard non-relativistic quantum mechanics also apply

here.

Using methods similar to those of localising isometries in

part A (but more complicated in order to preserve covariance),

a modification of existing causal, non-local currents has been

given, which leads to causal, local currents describing a strictly

localised particle. As in part A, this construction is to be seen

as an alternative to the original non-local currents, which is

closer to physical intuition. It is also possible that the local

currents may prove to be mathematically more convenient than the

non-local ones, analogously to the non-relativistic example given
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in §VI.3. In addition, the fact that such a construction is

possible is in itself a useful observation, since in the past

the apparent impossibility of defining local currents has been

used as an argument in favour of non-local currents [65,66,73].
It would be of interest to develop further the material of

part B. One possibility is to consider shapes for J~L and J.L0
other than spherical balls. Also, one could investigate whether

it is possible to generalise the construction so that the support

of Tr(x) is a non-trivial subset of ^>+(-^ ; cf. the function
A(t) in part A. The extension to many-particle systems fcf.

$IV.2) would also be interesting, as would the case of particles

with non-zero spin. For a spin \ particle, the same objections to

existing currents apply as to a spinless particle; it should be

possible to extend the local currents given here from Klein-

Gordon particles to Dirac particles, and possibly to particles

of higher spin.

Another possibility is the extension to the case of massless

particles; especially interesting would be a theoretical

description of well-localised single photons. ITtch work has been

devoted to photon position observables [60,69,75-79] and recently

a localised one-photon state has been realised experimentally [80];
in addition, most EPR-type experiments [*50] are done with photons,

and it would be interesting to investigate the possibility of

chronological disordering for pairs of photons. It may well be that

the ideas of this thesis have a part to play in the description

of photon position.
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